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 Zusammenfassung der Dissertation: 

Mikrowellen- und Millimeterwelleninterferometer zur 

kontaktlosen Charakterisierung biomedizinischer Dielektrika 

 

des Herrn Jan Wessel 

 
Die vorliegende Arbeit beschreibt die Entwicklung und Evaluierung von hochsensitiven 
elektrischen Interferometern zur Messung von Permittivität biomedizinischer Materialien. Das 
Ziel ist die Implementierung eines dielektrischen Sensors, welcher kontaktlose Messungen 
biomedizinischer Proben ohne den Einsatz optischer Marker ermöglicht. Dazu werden 
zunächst verschiedene Sensormethoden untersucht. Im Anschluss wird das Zusammenspiel  
unterschiedlicher Ausleseschaltungen mit der jeweiligen Sensorik behandelt, so dass die finale 
Strategie für eine optimale Messmethode bestimmt werden kann. Das elektrische 
Interferometer erweist sich dabei als am besten geeignet und wird daher zunächst auf einer 
Leiterkarte im Mikrowellenfrequenzbereich realisiert.  
 
Die gewählte Strategie zur Miniaturisierung des Sensors für die Integration in mikrofluidische 
Aufbauten ist Skalierung. Der Einsatz hoher Frequenzen ermöglicht eine Verkleinerung der 
Schaltungskomponenten, so dass Sensor- und Probendimensionen vergleichbar sind. 
Dadurch können selbst Mikropartikel detektiert und charakterisiert werden. Um den Einsatz 
dieser Methode bei sehr hohen Frequenzen zu erforschen, werden Untersuchungen 
dielektrischer Probenmaterialien mit einem Dauerstrich-Interferometer und einem bereits 
bestehenden Millimeterwellensensor-Chip durchgeführt. Zusätzlich wird der Einsatz hoher 
Frequenzen in der Theorie motiviert und Dispersionseffekte analysiert.  
 
Daraufhin wird ein Millimeterwelleninterferometer als integrierter Schaltkreis für den Betrieb bei 
120 GHz entwickelt. Die genutzte Technologie basiert auf einem 130 nm BiCMOS Prozess mit 
einer ft/fmax-Charakteristik von 240 GHz/330 GHz. Der finale Chip enthält einen 
spannungsgesteuerten 120 GHz Oszillator mit einem Durchstimmbereich von 7 GHz. Ein 
Frequenzteiler mit einer Teilerrate von 64 erzeugt Ausgangssignale für den Betrieb mit einem 
externen Phasenregelkreis. Der Ausgangsverstärker ermöglicht Ausgangsleistungen von 
7 dBm bei 120 GHz. Zusätzlich enthält der finale Chip digital gesteuerte Phasenschieber, die 
auf dem Konzept eines Slow-Wave-Wellenleiters basieren. Diese Schaltungskomponenten 
sind die Kernelemente des entwickelten Konzepts zur Erfassung dielektrischer Eigenschaften 
von Proben. Weiterhin wurden ein rauscharmer Verstärker mit 17 dB Verstärkung und ein 
Leistungsdetektor integriert. Die verschiedenen Betriebsmodi des Interferometers werden 
untersucht, um den optimalen Einsatz für verschiedene Zielanwendungen zu ermitteln. Das so 
entstehende System ermöglicht automatisierte und kontaktlose Überwachung der Permittivität 
von biomedizinischen Proben. Der Sensor-Chip ist somit ein leistungsfähiges Instrument für 
biomedizinische Messanwendungen und Lab-on-Chip Systeme.  
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 Zusammenfassung der Dissertation: 

Microwave and Millimeter-Wave Interferometers for 

Contactless Characterization of Dielectric Biomedical Samples 

 

des Herrn Jan Wessel 

 
This thesis describes the development and evaluation of highly sensitive interferometers for 
permittivity measurements of biomedical materials. The objective is to engineer a sensor 
system enabling label-free and contactless characterization of dielectric samples. Initially, 
various sensing methods are discussed and compared. Subsequently, different approaches 
serving as read-out circuits suiting the investigated sensors are reviewed. The performance of 
sensors along with the respective read-out technology are compared to each other leading to 
the final method of choice: The interferometer is identified to be the best suited technique. It is 
initially realized on a printed circuit board at microwave frequencies for experimental 
investigations.  
 
The selected strategy to realize an extremely compact sensor that can be integrated into 
microfluidic systems is scaling. The exploitation of higher frequency bands to minimize sensor 
dimensions renders the device and the sample of interest comparable in size. Hence, it is 
possible to even detect and characterize very small particles. Subsequently, millimeter-wave 
frequencies are inspected on suitability for permittivity measurements using a continuous wave 
interferometer as well as a preexisting millimeter-wave sensor integrated circuit. Theoretical 
investigations of very high frequencies further motivate the usage of the millimeter-wave band 
and explain dispersion related material parameters.  
 
Finally, the interferometer architecture is scaled to work at 120 GHz and fabricated in a 130 nm 
BiCMOS process featuring an ft/fmax of 240 GHz/330 GHz. The resulting system includes a 
120 GHz voltage-controlled oscillator with a tuning range of 7 GHz. It features a divide-by-64 
circuit to enable external phase-locked loop stabilization and a buffer circuit providing 7 dBm 
of output power at 120 GHz. Additionally, the final chip set contains high-precision and high-
resolution phase shifters based on a slow-wave transmission line approach with digital control 
to provide direct readout ability. The slow-wave phase shifters are the key components for the 
final interferometer design. A 120 GHz LNA with 17 dB gain and a power detector to provide 
DC output signals are also realized on chip. The different operation modes of interferometers 
are evaluated and discussed leading to the identification of an optimum mode for the target 
cluster of applications. The resulting system enables automated, contactless and label-free 
permittivity monitoring for biomedical purposes. Hence, it represents a powerful solution for 
biomedical sensing applications and it provides a platform for future lab-on-chip devices. 
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Dielectric sensors for biomedical applications have gained great popularity over the past
decade. In medical environments, it is crucial to provide the highest hygienic standards
possible to avoid unwanted and dangerous contamination. Some of the methods applied in
medical surroundings to sense permittivity and extract information need to be in physical
contact to the sample under test. Hence, measurements are often prone to sample contam-
ination and modification. Sensor elements, moreover, are regularly not suited for steril-
ization using the common cleaning methods. Therefore, it is highly desirable to measure
permittivity without contacting the respective element under investigation. Microwave
characterization, which renders screening a sample under test without contact feasible,
minimizes the chance of contaminating the object of interest. Handling the samples and
routing can be done efficiently by using microfluidic systems. That way, the samples can
be processed and brought into close proximity to a sensing element. Contactless measure-
ments demand a very high sensitivity, since the electric field needs to penetrate the wall of
the respective microfluidic channel and still screen the sample to a sufficient depth. Fur-
thermore, miniaturized sensing structures are required to achieve highly compact systems
that can be integrated into the microfluidics. More importantly, when sensor dimensions
are minimized to a level where sensing device and the object of interest are comparable
in size, even very small particles can be detected and characterized.

Dielectric sensors have versatile application fields. A particular showcase, one of the tar-
get applications addressed in this thesis, is the monitoring of microorganism cultivation
progress. The demand arises from the modern food industry as well as many biotech-
nological applications, which make use of a variety of microorganisms. Microorganisms
serve as a functionalizing element in various products e.g. tooth paste, textiles or washing
powder [17, 18]. Researchers working in this field assume that less than one percent of
the existing microorganisms have been discovered and put into cultivation [19]. Standard
cultivation techniques, like those based on microtiter plates and shake flasks, do not allow
for a very high throughput, so that the process of finding and cultivating new specimens
is slow and expensive. The approach presented in [20] is called segmented flow cultiva-
tion and is a highly parallel method enabling faster discovery of new specimens. Small
droplets, consisting of a nutrient solution and potentially one single microorganism, are
created and stored in microfluidic channels. Fig. 1-1 depicts the general process of com-
partment generation. The two syringes displayed in Fig. 1-1 exhibit different diameters
and are driven by a single syringe pump device for synchronization. One syringe con-
tains the sample with cells and a nutrient medium. The second syringe is filled with a
hydrophobic separation medium, to isolate the single droplets. The injector chip depicted
in Fig. 1-1 is utilized to merge the fluids and generate the segments of sample medium
confined within the separation fluid. Subsequently, the droplets are collected into a Teflon
tube. The droplets, referred to as compartments, are small bioreactors. The compartments
inside the microfluidic system are shown in Fig. 1-2. They have a volume of about 60 nl
in the depicted case. The ultra high throughput that is achievable with this cultivation
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Figure 1-1: Segmented flow procedure for compartment generation.

Figure 1-2: Picture of compartments used as bioreactors for cell cultivation [27].

procedure demands new techniques to monitor the progress of cultivation within those
compartments efficiently and reliably. Moreover, it is desirable to characterize the sta-
dium of cultivation contactless and without any kind of markers. As described in [21],
the characterization of the cultivation stadium is usually observed via indirect verification
procedures like the ones presented in [22,23], demanding visual markers. In order to exert
effective process control over the compartment based cell cultivation, there is the need for
contactless and label-free solutions.

The technique chosen in this thesis is based on dielectric sensing. An increasing number
of cells within a single compartment affects the average permittivity, which is detectable
using microwave spectroscopy. The permittivity of disperse substances has been actively
studied, thus, detailed models for disperse media can be found in the literature [24–26].
The conclusion to draw is that dielectric sensors are well suited for characterization of
cell numbers in carrier fluids and hence cultivation states.

1.2 Objective

This work’s core objective is to develop a generic dielectric sensor for versatile biomedi-
cal applications. Target samples for investigation are assumed to be in very low volumes
in the nanoliter scale, which is regularly the case in both biological and medical environ-
ments. Hence, the sensor needs to be highly sensitive to be able to detect marginal changes
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Figure 1-3: fT and fmax versus collector current density of heterojunction bipolar tran-
sistors in the target bipolar complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (BiC-
MOS) technology [28].

in samples under test. The sensor dimensions have to be in the scale of samples, so that
a sufficiently high sensitivity can be achieved. This further encourages the development
of a miniature sensor system. The sensor should be capable of sample characterization
without the need for additional, bulky lab equipment. Hence, an integrated solution needs
to be developed to provide a highly compact, miniature device, which embeds all features
required for a dielectric sensor system providing several important features like sensor
calibration and sample read out directly on chip.

1.3 Strategy

A suitable mechanism to miniaturize circuits and microchips is the application of high
frequencies. The dimensions of passive devices scale with the wave length so that for
higher frequencies, smaller components can be designed. From the perspective of active
integrated circuits, using millimeter-wave frequencies can be a delicate procedure in terms
of device performance regarding noise and maintenance of a suitable amount of amplifier
gain. Hence, the pros and cons of high frequency bands need to be carefully studied.

The combination of different requirements, which are high performance active circuits
at millimeter-wave frequencies and system complexity for system-on-chip (SoC) solu-
tions make a silicon-germanium (SiGe) technology favorable for the final design. Silicon
germanium heterojunction bipolar transistor (HBT)s show a much better performance
compared to complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) transistors for device
dimensions in the same scale. This technology is suitable for the development of ultra
high frequency integrated circuits. The final technology of choice is a 130 nm BiCMOS
process, described in section 6.2. Its performance and suitability for the development of
millimeter-wave circuits was demonstrated in [28] by the ft/ fmax characteristics depicted
in Fig. 1-3. Moreover, SiGe technologies are known for equal cost and performance
benefits, potentially interesting for product-oriented design.
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Since the BiCMOS platform is based on a Silicon CMOS platform and provides high
speed HBTs, it is well suited for high volume applications where pure CMOS technolo-
gies cannot provide the required performance. Other technologies with similar or better
performance used in military applications prove too expensive for the target applications.
Along with design flexibility allowing for the combination of high-performance analog
blocks with digital logic units in low cost designs, these features make the 130 nm SiGe
process the technology of choice.

This work describes the development of a millimeter-wave sensor device featuring a high
sensitivity while fulfilling the geometrical demands for lab-on-chip approaches. For that
purpose, in the beginning, relevant methods for permittivity measurements are discussed
and the method of choice is indicated in chapter 2. Chapter 3 explains the read-out circuits
required to complete the sensors for putting them into operation.

Based on conclusions from chapters 2 and 3, the final decision for the method of choice is
presented and explained. Chapter 4 presents a first implementation of an interferometer,
which was identified to be the best suited approach for the target applications. It is realized
on a printed circuit board (PCB) at microwave frequencies to obtain first proof of concept.
By utilizing the microwave interferometer, the target approach is evaluated experimentally
to verify theoretical investigations. This way the applicability of the concept can be tested
and its functionality is demonstrated.

To investigate the feasibility of very high frequencies for dielectric screening, processes
at millimeter-wave frequencies are tested and experiments using continuous-wave spec-
troscopy as well as measurements with available millimeter-wave sensor technologies
are conducted. These are presented and evaluated in chapter 5. Considering the target
applications, the analyses from chapters 2-5 lead to the conclusion that a mixed signal
integrated circuit (IC) design of a millimeter-wave interferometer is the best choice.

The physical implementation of the final on-chip millimeter-wave interferometer along
with measurements and simulation results are detailed in chapter 6. A mathematical
model for permittivity extraction from measurements is presented. Subsequently, chapter
7 gives a summary of this thesis and conclusions. Finally, a lab-on-chip system with mi-
crofluidics integrated in silicon is discussed as an outlook based on the presented sensor
IC design.
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2 Dielectric Sensors

The applications for dielectric sensors mentioned in chapter 1 require the sensor to op-
erate contactless to guarantee a clean and sterile procedure for characterizing samples of
interest without physical contact. A very efficient way to achieve this is to apply electro-
magnetic waves to screen the matter of interest. The material under test (MUT) is affecting
the waves penetrating it so that the transmitted and reflected radiation carries information
about its permittivity. There are different approaches to determine the dielectric proper-
ties of materials which can be classified as either lumped or distributed sensing elements.
Furthermore, both categories provide resonant and non-resonant methods. The following
subsections deal with different sensor approaches. Their advantages and drawbacks will
be evaluated in the context of the respective read-out procedure in chapter 3.

2.1 Interdigitated Capacitor Detection

The first sensing element up for discussion is an interdigitated capacitor (IDC). It can be
classified as a lumped element type sensor. It is featuring a planar structure, making it
feasible for on-chip integration. Fig. 2-1 shows the principle layout of an IDC. The two
electrodes forming a capacitor consist of a set of N metal fingers respectively and are
closely coupled to each other as indicated in Fig. 2-1. Layout dimensions are defined by
the length L, the line spacing S and the line width W. To describe this kind of device ana-
lytically, the capacitance of a unit cell can be calculated by means of conformal mapping

Figure 2-1: Interdigitated electrode with electrode width W, spacing S, and overlap length
L.
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and integral calculations [29] leading to:

CU =
ε0εrK[

√
1 − k2]

2K(k)
(2-1)

Here, K(k) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind and k is a geometrical param-
eter. The parameter N describes the number of metal fingers each of the two electrodes
are composed of. For N > 2, k is calculated as follows:

k = cos
(
π

2
W

S + W

)
(2-2)

The quotient (W)/(S + W) describing the metal density of the surface is called metal-
lization ratio. To obtain the overall capacitance of the complete IDC, (2-3) is applied:

CIDC = (N − 1) LCU (2-3)

One way to use the IDC as a permittivity sensor is to cover the planar device with a
particular material of interest so that the setup displayed in Fig. 2-2 is obtained. The

Figure 2-2: Cross section of IDC with MUT.

two electrodes E1 and E2 are separated from each other by an oxide featuring a dielectric
constant εox. The underlying substrate has a permittivity of εS ub and the sample of interest
εMUT . The dielectric material on top of the device is effecting the electrical properties of
the capacitor.

Deductions from [29] yield in a set of equations that allow for the extraction of the con-
ductivity of a particular liquid MUT. Measuring the IDC’s capacitance the permittivity
is calculated by applying (2-1). The remaining parts in (2-1) are entirely based on the
IDC’s dimensions. Using Ohm’s law and the Maxwell equations, Olthuis et al. derived
the following relation:

RCIDC = ε0εr/σ (2-4)

In (2-4), σ is the conductivity of the sample and R the IDC’s resistance. It is possible to
measure the resistance and extract the MUT conductance with the help of (2-5):

σ =
2K(k)

R (N − 1) LK[
√

1 − k2]
(2-5)

The cell constant describes the proportionality between the measured resistance of a de-
vice and the specific resistance of an MUT leading to (2-6):

κ = R/ρ = Rσ (2-6)
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Figure 2-3: Equivalent schematic of passivated IDC.

The obtained analytic description of the cell constant derived in [29] is (2-7):

κ =
2K(k)

(N − 1) LK
[√

1 − k2
] (2-7)

In [29] the cell constant was used to compare experimental results to analytical calcula-
tions and a discrepancy of up to 20 % was demonstrated.

Using the definition of the complex relative permittivity, the real part of the permittivity
can be derived as follows:

ε′ =
κCIDC

(N − 1) L
(2-8)

The imaginary part is obtained applying (2-9):

ε′′ =
κ

ωR
(2-9)

With the help of equations (2-8) and (2-9) it is possible to extract the complex permittivity
from the measured capacitance and resistance of the IDC.

A method to obtain permittivity values from bio impedance spectroscopy using IDCs was
presented by several research groups [30–33]. The presented methods generally combine
analytical calculation schemes and circuit theory, using equivalent circuits representing
the IDC device. Fig. 2-3 displays an example of an equivalent schematic for a standard
IDC cell. In the depicted case, the capacitance per unit length CU consists of three parts:

CU = Cox + CS ub + CMUT (2-10)

Cox is contributed by the isolation layer which is silicon oxide, CS ub by the substrate and
CMUT is the parameter stemming from the potential material under test, which is on top of
the IDC. The sum of CS ub and CMUT can again be derived using the elliptic integral K. The
overall capacitance of the IDC can be calculated from the unit cell capacitance based on
the number of IDCs metal fingers. The MUT capacitance is depending on its permittivity,
hence providing the opportunity to extract the dielectric characteristics of the MUT from
the overall capacitance.
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Figure 2-4: IDC model in HFSS for EM simulations.

In biomedical applications, it is usually highly desired to apply contactless methods. The
approach presented in [33] makes use of electrodes that are covered by a silicon nitride
passivation layer, a layer, that is not accounted for in the first calculation step but needs to
be considered to obtain accurate results. That passivation layer is separating the material
under test from the IDC, protecting the device and the sample. The correlation of the
IDC capacitance taking the passivation into account and MUT permittivity at 12 GHz has
been investigated in [33]. To analyze the discussed measurement technique, the IDC was
modeled using high frequency electromagnetic field simulation (HFSS) to simulate the
response of the architecture to permittivity changes of MUTs at 12 GHz. The model is
depicted in Fig. 2-4. For simulation purposes, the IDC is connected via 50 Ω microstrip
lines fed by wave ports to obtain scattering parameters for device characterization.

One important aspect investigating dielectric sensors is their sensitivity. In the target
technology, the passivation, separating the electrodes from MUTs, is a silicon nitride layer
on top of the sensor. The sensor response to a distinct sample on top is directly depending
on the volume that is penetrated by the electromagnetic fields surrounding the conducting
fingers of the IDC. That means, the passivation layer should be as thin as possible to keep
the distance between MUT and sensor small and maximize the penetration depth into
the MUT. However, it also needs to be resilient in liquids to provide protection for the
circuits requiring a certain thickness. The sensor response to fluids exhibiting different
permittivities was simulated for a varied thickness of passivation layers to investigate that
effect.

The parameter of interest is the IDC reactance, since electromagnetic energy is coupled
into the material by capacitive effects, reflected in the reactive part of the impedance. The
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Figure 2-5: IDC reactance versus MUT permittivity for different thickness of S iO2 passi-
vation layer.

obtained simulation results for the IDC reactance are depicted in Fig. 2-5. The important
parameter regarding the sensitivity is the change of capacitance with permittivity change
δC/δε, since it is desired to distinguish between different dielectric MUTs. These inves-
tigations confirmed the assumption, that a thinner passivation layer allows for a higher
sensitivity, as indicated in Fig. 2-5. The observed effect is stemming from a smaller ef-
fective cross section that is screened by the electromagnetic radiation for an increased
silicon nitride thickness. The simulations proof that this kind of sensor can be applied
for dielectric characterization. Still, the overall sensor sensitivity can only be evaluated in
conjunction with the respective read-out circuitry. Both parts of a sensing system need to
be characterized as a unit, which is done in 3.1.

2.2 Patch Antenna Detection

The concept of resonant structures as dielectric sensors is widely used, as in cavity or
split-ring resonators [34–37]. Using patch antennas for dielectric characterization of ma-
terials has been investigated for several decades by many researchers [38–42]. The ge-
ometry of such an antenna is sketched in Fig. 2-6. The geometrical parameters d, W
and L designated in Fig. 2-6 define the resonance frequency of the patch. Despite these
values, the antenna characteristics like input impedance and Q factor are dependent of the
dielectric material located on top of the patch. Thus, when a material is placed on top of
that structure, the impedance, the resonance frequency and the Q factor carry information
about the complex dielectric properties of that material which can be extracted applying
the appropriate models. Using a transmission line model, the resonance frequency can be
calculated using the following equation [43]:

fr =
c0

2(L + 2∆L)√εr,e f f
(2-11)
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In this equation, c0 is the speed of light in vacuum. Both the material on top of the patch
and the substrate material affect the complex effective permittivity εr,e f f . The concept
of effective permittivity is explained in detail later in this chapter. The impact of fringing
fields is accounted for by ∆L, a virtual length that is added, increasing the electrical length
of the patch. Experimental results presented in [44] were evaluated in [45] to obtain (2-12)
by transforming the capacitance to the virtual line extension ∆L:

∆L/h = 0.412

(
εr,e f f + 0.3

) (
W
h + 0.262

)
(
εr,e f f − 0.258

) (
W
h + 0.813

) (2-12)

In (2-12), W is the width of the patch and h is the thickness of the substrate. Applying
(2-12) to replace ∆L in (2-11), an expression is obtained linking the resonance frequency
to the effective permittivity of the patch covered by an MUT. Solving this expression for
the effective permittivity, the inverse function εr,e f f = f ( fr) is obtained. That analyti-
cal expression is very complicated and not practical for comparison with other sensing
methods. Hence, it is numerically solved for a particular patch antenna working around
60 GHz presented later in this section.

In standard designs, the patch is uncovered so that there is free space above the metal. The
patch antenna is very sensitive against permittivity changes in the covering material since
the complete surface of the device is in close proximity to the MUT and hence effected by
it. However, this makes it also prone to malfunction caused by the MUT loss, saying that
it might loose its resonant nature. As a consequence, the choice of samples is limited to
low loss materials. To obtain the complex dielectric constant of a material, it is necessary
to measure both, frequency of resonance and loss tangent. From the resonance frequency
it is possible to extract the effective permittivity applying 2-11 and (2-12). To identify real
and imaginary parts, the loss needs to be taken into account. The loss tangent is related to
the permittivity as follows:

tanδ =
ε′′r,e f f

ε′′r,e f f

=
1

Qd
(2-13)

Figure 2-6: Patch antenna schematic drawing.
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Figure 2-7: Cross sections of the patch versions investigated in [48].

In (2-13), Qd is the part of the total quality factor representing dielectric loss. The total
quality factor encloses all antenna losses and is a figure-of-merit. Losses stem from ra-
diations Qrad, conductor loss QC, dielectric and surface wave losses QS W . Therefore, the
total quality factor Qt, influenced by all of these losses, can be written as [46]:

1
Qt

=
1

Qrad
+

1
QC

+
1

Qd
+

1
QS W

(2-14)

The total quality factor can be retrieved from measurements determining the voltage
standing wave ratio (VSWR) and the bandwidth (BW) according to [46]:

BW =
∆ f
f0

=
VS WR − 1

Qt
√

(VS VR)
(2-15)

The different loss mechanisms can be modeled by the following set of equations:

QC = h
√
π fµσ (2-16)

Qrad =
2ωεr

hGt/l
K

Qsw = Qrad
Psp

Psw

In (2-16), h is the substrate height, µ is the permeability, σ the conductivity of the con-
ductor, Gt/l the total conductance per unit length and K the radiating aperture. A closed
form expression to derive space wave power Psp and the surface wave power Psw as well
as their accuracy can be found in [47].

From measurements of the return loss and the analytical evaluation applying (2-11)-
(2-16), it is possible to extract the complex effective dielectric constant of the material
on top of a patch antenna. At first, the real part of the dielectric constant is extracted from
the resonance frequency. The total Q factor is obtained by measurements so that (2-14)
can be applied to calculate Qd. Finally, the imaginary dielectric constant is gained using
(2-13).

The response of different variants of patch antennas has been investigated in [48]. The
structures under investigation are depicted in Fig. 2-7. The parameters are designed for
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(a) Resonance frequency shifts. (b) Q-factor shifts.

Figure 2-8: Measurements, type III patch and fixed layer parameters h1 and h2 [48]

the patch to work in the X-band (8-12 GHz). These variants differ in number of layers as
well as backplane type - air versus metal. To compare it to the other approaches consid-
ered in this thesis, only type 3 is of interest with respect to the target application and the
fact that measuring needs to be contact-less. The layer directly above the metal with the
thickness h2 in Fig. 2-7 can be regarded as a passivation layer, separating the metal patch
of the sensor from the MUT.

The patch has been characterized in [48] using HFSS for 3D EM simulations. The shift
in resonance frequency according to those results is depicted in Fig. 2-8a. The graphs
visualize the impact of the superstrate layer onto the patch behavior. Therefore, the layer
thickness h3 as well as the permittivity ε3 are swept. It is demonstrated that for values of
h3 higher than a certain threshold, the superstrate’s thickness does not affect the behavior
of the patch anymore. Simultaneously, the sensitivity of the patch in terms of resonance
frequency versus permittivity reaches its maximum value. To also investigate the sensor
response to changes in the loss tangent of a respective MUT, the total quality factor was
extracted from the conducted simulations. The results for different h3 and tanδ values are
shown in Fig. 2-8b. A behavior similar to that of the resonance frequency is observed
for the Q-factor when h3 reaches a certain threshold. As a conclusion, the simulation
results proof that a patch antenna is suitable as a complex dielectric sensor. Using it in a
constellation where the MUT is placed on top as a superstrate layer (Type III), a sufficient
sample volume must be provided to obtain the necessary sensitivity. Moreover, the loss
tangent may not exceed values corrupting the device’s resonance. In [48], to be able to
accurately characterize the MUT, low loss materials are investigated.

Compared to other dielectric sensors considered in this thesis, the patch antenna is quite
bulky, especially at relatively low frequencies like the K band. With respect to the target
applications, it is important to miniaturize the device. This can be accomplished by using
higher frequencies of operation. Patch antennas working around 60 GHz have been in-
vestigated in [39]. The resonance frequency for the dimensions given in [39] was derived
with respect to the effective permittivity using (2-12) and (2-11). Solving the expression
for εr,e f f yields the relation represented by the graph displayed in Fig. 2-9. It shows
that the effective permittivity can be extracted from the resonance frequency. The rela-
tion between the MUT permittivity and the effective permittivity is based on transmission
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line theory and will be presented in section 2.4. In [39] it was demonstrated that the
patch antenna is also capable of detecting liquid MUTs at millimeter-wave frequencies.
Measurements presented there are depicted in Fig. 2-10. They show the shifted center
frequency of the measured input return loss. The change in resonance frequency along
with a varied Q-factor make this structure suitable for complex dielectric sensing. How-
ever, using patch resonators for extracting the loss tangent or the imaginary part of the
dielectric constant of an MUT presented in [49], [50] and [48] showed errors of 12 % and
higher. The reported accuracy of the real part of the dielectric constant was in the range
of 2 %.

2.3 Open-Ended Coaxial Detection

A solution that allows the acquisition of broadband information on a material’s permittiv-
ity is the reflection type approach presented in [51] using an open-ended coaxial probe.
The probe needs to be in contact with the MUT or with an interim layer, depending on the
required sensitivity in the respective application. The resulting setup is sketched in Fig.
2-11. Along with a vector network analyzer (VNA) a transverse electromagnetic (TEM)
wave is excited in the coaxial system and partially reflected at the interface of the probe
and the MUT, as sketched in Fig. 2-11. Evaluating the reflection coefficient of the setup,
information on the sample permittivity is obtained, since the admittance of the coaxial
probe is affected by the MUT according to (2-17).

¯
Y(ω,

¯
εr) = jωZ0(

¯
εrC0 + C f ) (2-17)

This equation has been presented in [51]. Z0 refers to the TEM characteristic impedance.
C f represents the fringing field in the dielectric material of the cable, and another parallel
capacitance C0 represents the fringing field in the external dielectric material. The change

Figure 2-9: Effective permittivity versus resonance frequency of the 60 GHz patch.
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Figure 2-10: Measured magnitude of S 11 for different liquid materials on top of the patch
antenna [39].

in the admittance can be investigated by reflection measurements using the VNA since the
admittance altering the incident wave

¯
a1−MUT and the reflected wave

¯
b1−MUT is determin-

ing the reflection coefficient S 11. The results are subsequently used to extract the MUT
permittivity. The method is explained in detail in [52]. Thorough investigations on the
permittivity extraction from reflection measurements using open-ended coaxial probes as
well as the accuracy of that technique are presented in [53]. Complying with the geomet-
rical and electrical limitations discussed in [53], the complex permittivity can be obtained
by reflection measurements along with equations (2-18) and (2-19):

ε′ =
2S 11 sin(−φ)

ωZ0C0(1 + 2S 11 cos φ + 2S 2
11)
− C f

C0
(2-18)

ε′′ =
1 − S 2

11

ωZ0C0(1 + 2S 11 cos φ + 2S 2
11)

(2-19)

S 11 is the magnitude and φ the phase of the measured reflection. Z0 is the characteristic
impedance of the unloaded coaxial probe and ω is the angular frequency. The particular
termination can be modeled with a load impedance consisting of two parallel capacitances
C f and C0. C f accounts for the fringe field independent of the sample. It stems from the
air-filled part of the coaxial line and C0 from the field inside the MUT. The ratio Co/C f can
be determined from measurements using dielectrics, exhibiting a known permittivity [54].
As an example, measurements on particular dielectrics with a 14 mm coaxial line yielded
Co/C f = 0.2 [54].

It is also possible to extend this method by a second port and probe for transmission mea-
surements, S 21 to gain additional information about the sample under test. This has also
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Figure 2-11: Open-ended coaxial probe for reflection measurements.

been investigated in [52]. The main information here is in the wavenumber of the material
that is screened by the EM signal. In [52], the change of glucose concentration was the
parameter of interest. It is affecting the permittivity, and with that the wave number for
a propagated signal. The described effect is demonstrated by the graphs depicted in Fig.
2-12. The change of the wavenumber is reflected in both: reflection and transmission of
the signal emitted by the open ended coaxial probe tip. Hence, reflection and transmission
measurements can be used for material characterization. This method also needs further
evaluation which is feasible with an appropriate read-out architecture. The sensitivity
strongly depends on the device that is used for S-parameter measurements. The overall
performance of sensing and read-out unit is discussed in 3.2.

Figure 2-12: Variation of the wave number for a plane wave in aqueous glucose solution
obtained by numerical simulations [52].
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Figure 2-13: Microstrip crosssection and qualitative field distribution.

Figure 2-14: Model of the equivalent microstrip setup with effective dielectric constant.

2.4 Transmission Line Detection

The detection using a microstrip line is based on the permittivity dependent wave propa-
gation and the concept of effective permittivity. The setup of a microstrip is sketched in
Fig. 2-13. The ground conductor with the width w is separated by the ground plane by the
substrate exhibiting a dielectric constant of εr1 and the height h. Since the microstrip has
an asymmetrical cross section compared to striplines and some part of the energy is prop-
agated through air and some through the dielectric substrate material, it does not feature
pure TEM mode characteristics. Still, quasi TEM mode wave propagation can be assumed
in good approximation [55] so that a valid solution can be obtained from the telegrapher’s
equation and the wave propagation can be described by the propagation constant γ. For
quasi-TEM mode waves in the regarded frequency range, the propagation behavior of the
wave is described by the wave’s amplitude and phase as follows (2-20):

A0 = Axe−γx = Axe−(α+ jβx) (2-20)

, where α is the attenuation constant, β the phase constant, x the position in the direc-
tion of propagation and A0 the amplitude of the input signal. In the concept of effective
permittivity, the goal is to find the equivalent dielectric constant of a line completely em-
bedded in a single dielectric material. The model concept is depicted in Fig. 2-14. This
is an effective way to be able to derive the propagation constant of a propagated wave. It
can be demonstrated, that the phase constant is related to the effective permittivity of the
transmission line as follows [55]:

β =
2π
λ

=

2π f
√
ε′e f f

c0
(2-21)

Here, c0 is the speed of light in free space and ε′e f f is the effective dielectric constant of
the microstrip line taking into account the dielectric constants of all materials involved as
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Figure 2-15: Microstrip with substrate permittivity εr1 and cover permittivity εr2.

well as the line geometry. In the setup sketched in Fig. 2-15 a part of the line with the
length of lc is covered by a certain material with a dielectric constant of εr2 instead of air.
The substrate dielectric constant is εr1.

This kind of microstrip geometry can be characterized via its overall effective dielectric
constant. The real part of it can be extracted from phase measurements using the following
equation:

ϕ = βl =

2π f
√
ε′e f f

c0
lc (2-22)

Knowing the line length lc, it is possible to determine the real part of the effective per-
mittivity. To gain information on the properties of the material covering the microstrip,
it is required to correlate the dielectric constant of the material with the effective dielec-
tric constant of the line. With the help of conformal mapping [56], [57], the following
equation was derived in [58] based on certain geometrical simplifications.

εe f f = εr1q1 + εr2
(1 − q1)2

εr2(1 − q1 − q2) + q2
(2-23)

, where q1 and q2 are filling factors depending on the line geometry which can be calcu-
lated using Wheeler’s transformation [56]. The effective dielectric constant in (2-23) turns
complex when either of the materials, the substrate or the cover, is complex. The resulting
equations also reported in [58] are leading to a discrepancy of less than 2% compared to
other approaches [59], [60], [61]. This provides a closed form solution to extract the real
part of a material´s permittivity from phase characterization of microstrip line signals.
This equation is valid for the physical setup depicted in Fig. 2-15. The filling factors
are depending on both: the microfluidic channel and microstrip dimensions. Applying
Wheeler’s transformation for a wide microstrip line (w/h ≥ 1), the filling factors can be
calculated with the following equations:

q1 = 1 − 1
2

ln (πh we f f−1)
we f f

h

(2-24)

q2 = 1 − q1 − 1
2

h − ve

we f f
ln

π
we f f

h
cos veπ

2h

π( h2
h − 1

2 ) + veπ
2h

+ sin
veπ

2h

 (2-25)

we f f = w +
2h
π

ln
[
17.08(

w
2h

+ 0.92)
]

(2-26)
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Figure 2-16: Real part of the MUT permittivity versus phase difference at 120 GHz signal
frequency.

ve =
2h
π

arctan


π
πwe f f

2h − 2
(
h2

h
− 1)

 (2-27)

The variables in these equations, which are entirely based on geometrical properties, are
depicted in Fig. 2-13. That means for a precisely build transmission line setup, the real
part of the effective dielectric constant can be determined via phase measurements and
correlated to the material’s permittivity as follows:

εr2 =
q2

(
εe f f − εr1q1

)

(1 − q1)2 + (q1 + q2 − 1)
(
εe f f − εr1q1

) (2-28)

, where the real part of εe f f can be written as:

ε′e f f = (
ϕc0

2π f lc
)2 (2-29)

Considering the target BiCMOS process, the parameters for a 50 Ω microstrip line are:
εr1 = 4.1, h = 9.83 µm and w = 16 µm. The material on top of the line is considered to
have a square shaped geometry exhibiting a 500 µm × 500 µm cross section, since these
are the target sample dimensions. The resulting filling factors are: q1 = 0.685 and q2 =

0.2523. With these parameters, the correlation between the permittivity and the signals’
phase difference can be calculated. The result for 120 GHz operation can be used to
extract the real part of an MUT permittivity and is depicted in Fig. 2-16. The considered
permittivity range has been chosen from 1-10, to cover all of the relevant materials at
120 GHz from air to aqueous solutions like water (ε′r ≈ 7) [62]. Fig. 2-16 reveals that
the phase differences in the regarded permittivity range from 1-10 are less than 1° for the
discussed scenario. To perform highly accurate phase measurements and simultaneously
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Figure 2-17: Microstrip line pair for reference based phase detection.

eliminate influences of process variations or temperature, a simple transmission line with
the same length can be used as reference in parallel to the sensor line. The setting is
sketched in Fig. 2-17. The input signals S in,m (measurement) and S in,r (reference) are in
phase, thus the phase difference of the two output signals S out,m and S out,r is evoked by
the MUT covering the measurement line and can be derived using the following equation
[63]:

∆ϕ = 360°

√
ε′e f f ,covered −

√
ε′e f f ,uncovered

λ0
ls (2-30)

Here, ε′e f f ,covered is the real part of the effective dielectric constant for a covered line and
ε′e f f ,uncovered of the pure microstrip. The latter can be calculated using the following equa-
tion for standard microstrips [55].

εe f f ,uncovered =
εr1 + 1

2
+
εr1 − 1

2
1√

1 + 12h/w
(2-31)

Measuring the phase difference between a signal conducted by a covered microstrip com-
pared to a not covered one enables extraction of the effective dielectric constant of ma-
terials covering the line using the phase-permittivity dependency derived earlier in this
section. The exploitation of these relations for permittivity characterization in phase-
sensitive bio sensors is explained in section 3.3.

When complex dieletric measurements are required, the attenuation of the microstrip must
be considered and evaluated. As presented in [64] it can be derived with the following
equation:

α = 8.686k
[
ε′e f f

2

√
1 + tan2 δ − 1

]1/2

dB/m (2-32)

Here, k is the free space phase constant and tan δ is the loss tangent:

tan δ =
ε′′e f f

ε′e f f

(2-33)
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(2-33) and (2-32) show that the line attenuation depends on both real (ε′e f f ) and imagi-
nary part (ε′′e f f ) of the materials’ permittivity. In [65] a method is presented how moisture
content can be detected by making use of the attenuation characterization. The measured
attenuation of the covered microstrip is evaluated to attain the complex dielectric con-
stant.

Another important parameter that can be exploited for dielectric measurements is the
characteristic impedance of the line. It is changed by variation of the cover material and
can be correlated to the effective permittivity as follows [55]:

Z0 =
120π√

εe f f [w
h + 1.393 + 0.667 ln (w

d + 1.444)]
(2-34)

Hence, the effective permittivity and thus the material’s dielectric constant can also be
obtained by determining the characteristic impedance of the microstrip.

In the case of integrated transmission lines, the thickness t of the conductor can be higher
so it might become relevant for the line characteristics. In the target process, the conductor
is 3 µm thick, which is in the same order of magnitude as the distance of the conductor
to the ground plane (h). The effect was studied by many researchers [45, 57, 66–68]. The
finite thickness of a conductor effects both the characteristic impedance and the effective
dielectric constant. Closed form expressions have been derived in [66] based on highly
accurate equations presented in [45] by introducing the effect of t/h. Bahl et al. modified
the correctional terms presented in [57] and [67] yielding the following set of equations:

Z0 =
120π√
εr,e f f

[We

h
+ 1.393 + 0.667 ln

(We

h
+ 1.444

)]−1

(2-35)

We

h
=

W
h

+
1.25
π

t
h

(
1 + ln

2h
t

)

εr,e f f =
εr + 1

2
+
εr − 1

2

(
1 +

12
W/h

)−1/2

−C

C =
εr − 1

4.6
t/h√
W/h

In (2-35), We is the effective line width taking into account the conductor’s thickness
and C is a correctional term. Further classification of these equations for different W/h
values, what is commonly done for this type of equations, is omitted here, since for all
the microstrip lines considered and designed in the frame of this thesis W/h > 1 holds.
Using these equations and parameters from the target process, it is possible to compare
the influence of the thickness on εr,e f f and Z0. The effective permittivity is hardly affected
and changes by 0.03 % to 3.085. There is a much higher impact onto the characteristic
impedance. Without taking the thickness into account, the impedance is Z0 = 56.94 Ω.
When (2-35) is applied, this drops to Z0 = 49.58 Ω. The chosen value of the conductor
width was obtained by EM simulations so it is clear that the more accurate set of equations
(2-35) yields the value closer to Z0 = 50 Ω. The design procedure will be discussed in
chapter 6. These results show that for certain types of microstrip sensors, where the
input impedance plays a substantial role, the conductor thickness needs to be considered.
Since the calculated effective permittivity is basically unchanged when t is considered,
transmission line sensing based on phase and attenuation measurements can accurately
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Figure 2-18: Layout and cross section of open and shunt stubs as microstrip lines [8].

be conducted without it. Further mitigation of the impact of a conductor’s thickness is
obtained by applying a differential sensing approach displayed in Fig. 2-17.

Fig. 2-18 shows two line examples featuring either capacitive or inductive behavior de-
pending on the operational frequency. To emphasize the effect of a change in character-
istic impedance, the microstrip is used in a lambda fourth stubline and a resonant circuit
is obtained. The parameter h2 in Fig. 2-18 varies with the volume of the MUT that is
put on top of the line. This behavior was investigated and presented in [8], where these
lines are connected to oscillators as reactive elements. The oscillator can be regarded as
a read-out circuit. This is discussed further in 3.1. The input admittance of the open stub
line considering line losses can be described as follows:

Y = Y0 tanh(γl) = Y0 tanh((α + jβ)l) (2-36)

Resonance occurs, when the imaginary part of the admittance, the susceptance, is zero.
This is depicted in Fig. 2-19. The transition frequency at which the characteristic changes
from capacitive to inductive behavior, is depending on the effective permittivity of the line
and with that on the MUT permittivity.

The intended oscillator circuit for read-out demands the stub to show capacitive behavior
to maintain oscillation. Hence, the stub sensor needs to be designed for a certain permit-
tivity range with respect to the oscillator performance. That means, it is restricted to a
certain range of permittivity. This will be discussed further in chapter 3.

2.5 Summary

The presented and discussed methods for dielectric characterization of samples are all
suitable for the target applications ranging from cytometry to food quality control based
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Figure 2-19: Input characteristics of open- and shunt-stub versus frequency for different
dielectric superstrates [11].

on water content. They have been chosen for consideration based on their applicability to
contactless determination of dielectric sample properties since that feature is substantial
in both medical and bio sensing application to avoid contamination. Comparison of their
performance concerning accuracy, resolution and complexity of the respective sensing ap-
proach can only be done in combination with the respective read-out approach. However,
at first, benchmarking can be done based on their basic physical properties as a standalone
sensor. The patch antenna method requires the biggest sensing area and hence the high-
est sample volume. This is disadvantageous in biomedical applications where only little
sample volumes are available. Further scaling to higher frequencies can provide a remedy
to that issue. Additionally, the large effective area of the device interacting with the MUT
makes it sensitive to malfunction because of potentially lossy MUTs. All of the target
applications are dealing with water as a carrier liquid or at least a considerable ingredient
in the samples. Experiments using an interferometer at millimeter-wave frequencies and
above, along with theoretical investigations on the dielectric constant, will be presented
in chapter 5. It will be demonstrated that the imaginary part is even higher than the real
part for frequencies above the relaxation frequency of the material, meaning that loss is
becoming a considerable factor.

Open-ended coaxial detection is a very promising method since the cross section of the
screened material under test is maximized compared to the other approaches owing to its
field distribution at the open end of the coaxial line. Moreover, data extraction is gener-
ally based on network theory and well understood and studied S-parameter measurements
as well as deembedding techniques that have been widely reported and documented. For
that reason, it is also used for commercially available dielectric measurement kits. Never-
theless, read-out circuits can become quite complex, depending on the accuracy and res-
olution needed in the respective application. Regarding accuracy and resolution, VNAs
are the perfect candidate . However, they are very expensive and quite bulky laboratory
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equipment that is only relevant for testing and not considered for the final sensor system.
Examples of integrated single chip VNAs can be found in the literature. The method will
be evaluated and considered within this thesis and further discussions on the topic will be
presented in chapter 3.

The transmission line approach is a straightforward sensing approach, since models are
well known and documented in literature. Furthermore, transmission line sensing bears
the potential of easy permittivity extraction using analytical methods discussed in this
chapter that have been tested experimentally. In addition to that, transmission line designs
exhibit the lowest design complexity for the sensor itself. However, read-out circuits can
also prove to be complex and to some extent power hungry. The sensitivity is also limited
compared to transmission and reflection based methods as well as resonant approaches
based on the sample geometry and position. The strong advantage of linear phase behavior
towards changes in the real part of an MUT motivates to develop a system that applies a
microstrip sensor in a resonant, differential setup. This system can be implemented as an
interferometer which is one of the read-out approaches that will be presented in chapter
3.

The sensing methods in this chapter have all been investigated both through literature and
experimentally. The definitive choice of the final sensor structure along with respective
read-out strategies will be discussed in chapter 3.
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3 Read-out Circuits for Dielectric Sensors

The sensors presented in chapter 2 serve as a detector sensing the permittivity of a mate-
rial as the physical quantity of interest. A distinct parameter is changed based on material
properties. To benefit from that, it is necessary to characterize, extract and evaluate the
parameter used as the indicator in the particular case. Moreover, those sensors exhibit a
limited sensitivity which can be enhanced by using resonance for example. Here, sensi-
tivity is gained by an increased conversion factor from one physical quantity to another in
proximity to the resonant frequency. Different sensing methods often require an individual
approach to interpret the sensor’s response, entailing certain advantages and drawbacks
that need to be investigated for choosing the appropriate tool suiting the target application
best. The following sections demonstrate and discuss the considered read-out techniques
to finally identify the optimum approach for permittivity-based characterization of dielec-
tric materials in biomedical contexts.

3.1 Tuned Oscillator

The first circuit that is discussed is an oscillator, which is transposing a change of impedance
to a shift of the resonance frequency. Therefore, it is applicable to all sensors changing
the impedance as a response to permittivity variations of an MUT. A frequently applied
circuit is a Colpitts type oscillator shown in Fig. 3-1. The circuit depicted on the left

Figure 3-1: Schematic of the differential Colpitts oscillator (left) and stub line placement
(right).

side in Fig. 3-1 is basically a differential common collector Colpitts oscillator featuring
additional components for improved performance as explained in the following.

The differential nature of the investigated topology provides several advantages. Noise
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generated on chip is substantially reduced compared to a single ended circuit [69]. Re-
garding high-frequency grounding and decoupling of supply and bias voltages, differential
circuits are preferable due to the virtual ground nodes [70].

The Colpitts architecture potentially has a high frequency tuning range. As explained later
in this chapter, this results in a higher sensitivity for the presented approach. Additionally,
it features a moderate to high loaded Q factor and good isolation, due to self-buffered op-
eration stemming from the common collector topology [71]. The frequency of oscillation
of this kind of oscillator depends on the effective capacitance that is active at the nodes of
the transistor according to (3-1) [72]:

ωosc =
1√

LCe f f
(3-1)

The parasitic capacitance of the transistor as well as the reactive elements active at the
emitter node are contributing to the effective capacitance Ce f f . It can be calculated with
the help of (3-2) [72]:

Ce f f = Cbc +
(Cbe + CF)Cequ

Cequ + Cbe + CF
(3-2)

In (3-2), CF is the feedback capacitance depicted in Fig. 3-1, Cbe and Cbc are the parasitic
capacitances of the bipolar transistor. The mentioned capacitors are either defined by the
respective transistor dimensions and bias points or their value is simply chosen by design.
The equivalent capacitance Cequ is accumulated by all reactive elements effective at the
emitter node of the transistor. From standard circuit theory, this can be calculated for the
circuit shown on the right in Fig. 3-1 according to (3-3):

Cequ =
1

ω2( 1
ω2CR−1/Le2

− Le1)
(3-3)

The circuit depicted on the right in Fig. 3-1 shows the position of the sensing stub lines.
The component CR in the left schematic in Fig. 3-1 is the capacitive element that is
substituted by the stub lines. The imaginary part of their input admittance is affecting the
oscillation frequency of the oscillator so that the oscillation frequency can be used as a
measure for the admittance and, applying the appropriate model, the MUT permittivity
accordingly.

The sensing method based on stub lines presented in 2.4 is compatible with this kind of
read-out strategy. The stub line can function as a reactive element in the tank, as depicted
in Fig. 3-1, affecting the frequency of oscillation according to its input admittance. It can
be calculated with the help of (2-34) and (2-36). The phase constant β is correlated to
the effective permittivity which again contains the MUT permittivity according to (2-29).
Using this set of equations, the real part of an MUT permittivity can be extracted from the
oscillation frequency which can be measured with a very high accuracy.

The dimensioning of the circuit elements needs to be designed to ensure that the stub line
shows capacitive behavior at the designated resonance frequency to obtain oscillation.
Hence, a negative imaginary part of the impedance is required.

The described method was implemented at 27 GHz in a 130 nm SiGe process as reported
in [8]. The experimental measurement setup is depicted in Fig. 3-2. The displayed
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Figure 3-2: VCO based sensor protected by glue and test PCB [8].

arrangement was applied for test measurements using reference samples like ethanol,
methanol and water to characterize the sensor response to MUTs exhibiting various di-
electric properties. The graphs in Fig. 3-3 compare the simulated and measured results.
Fig. 3-3a shows the change in oscillation frequency and Fig. 3-3b changes in output
power for different liquid samples. The results are presented with respect to the sensor
output signals for a bare sensor, thus, the sensing lines are exposed to air. Both the power
as well as the frequency of oscillation provide information onto the sample permittivity,
one on the real and the other on the imaginary part.

(a) Oscillation frequency change. (b) VCO output power change.

Figure 3-3: VCO based sensor: Measurement versus simulation results for changing mix-
ing ratio: Methanol/ethanol [8].
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The sample for testing was composed of methanol and ethanol in different concentra-
tions, to synthesize a mixture with adjustable dielectric values. The lower x-coordinates
in the graphs displayed in Fig. 3-3 show the concentration of methanol in ethanol, so that
the MUT ranges from pure ethanol to pure methanol. The corresponding values of per-
mittivity and loss tangent are on the upper x-coordinates, respectively. The experiments
show that both the measured output power and frequency exhibit stronger changes than
expected based on the simulation results. The oscillation frequency is changed by almost
5 % and the output power by approximately 4 dB.

Tuned oscillators can also be applied to interact with other reactive elements. In [33] a
CMOS cross-coupled oscillator operating at around 12 GHz is used along with an IDC
element to detect the concentration of particle suspensions. The principle is the same,
tuning the resonance frequency with the reactive sensing structure based on dielectric
properties of an MUT. The circuit is depicted in Fig. 3-4. The oscillation frequency

Figure 3-4: Schematic of the cross-coupled CMOS oscillator [33].

depends on the IDC capacitance according to the following equation.

f =
1

2π
√

LCtotal
(3-4)

L is the accumulated inductance of all inductors depicted in Fig. 3-4 and Ctotal is the IDC
capacitance plus parasitic capacitances of the active devices building the oscillator. The
overall capacitance can be found to be:

Ctotal = CIDC + Cparasitics (3-5)

The correlation of the IDC capacitance to the dielectric constant of the MUT was dis-
cussed in section 2.1. To investigate the sensor’s response to different dielectric samples,
in [33] the sensor was implemented in a 130 nm SiGe BiCMOS process and tested with
isopropanol, methanol, ethanol and acetone. The results are displayed in Fig. 3-5.
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Figure 3-5: Measured oscillation frequency versus permittivity ε for different calibration
fluids [33].

Figure 3-6: Sampled-line reflectometer topology [73].

The real part of the permittivity could approximately be tuned from 5-20 by using those
fluids and, as depicted in Fig. 3-5, it caused the center frequency to shift about 100 MHz/unit.

To evaluate and discuss these results, the other approaches considered in this thesis need
to be investigated and finally compared to each other to settle on the finite choice for a
read-out along with the proper sensing method. The following subsection discusses the
more generic ones of the presented read-outs, the VNA and reflectometer circuits.
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3.2 Reflectometer and VNA

Both methods discussed in this section can be applied to all sensors changing either their
impedance or their transmission-reflection characteristics, which is usually associated
with each other. All sensors discussed in this thesis could be characterized by the VNA ap-
proach. The reflectometer can only work with sensors having a single input port. In [73]
the read-out consists of a multi-probe reflectometer with an on-chip voltage-controlled
oscillator (VCO) as signal source. Further components are a buffer, a capacitive coupled
line, and four power detectors. The applied method is a sampled line principle from [74]
and the dielectric sensor is a shorted coplanar waveguide. The topology is depicted in Fig.
3-6.

When the impedance of the waveguide changes, mismatch occurs at the input port caus-
ing reflections and a standing wave pattern emerges, recorded by the four power detectors.
The sensor was tested with binary methanol-ethanol mixtures exhibiting different permit-
tivities. The extracted phase is depicted in Fig. 3-7.

The investigations indicated that the sensor possesses a resolution of at least ε′ = 0.0125
and the phase changes more than 30° for methanol and ethanol measurements implying
a change in the real part of the dielectric constant from 2 to 4.2 at 125 GHz. The main
advantage of the reflectometer is its flexibility so it is capable to read out any sensor hav-
ing a single wave port. When further information about a sensor response is desired, a
more sophisticated approach must be used based on the concept of vector network mea-
surements. Fig. 3-8 features the block diagram of the single- and dual-port VNA chips
presented in [75]. The single chips include a reference receiver module and a reflec-
tion receiver module each. A third receiver module enables measurement of transmission
parameters. Passive wide band balun structures are used at the interface between the dif-
ferential blocks and the single-ended directive elements and LNAs. The depicted system
is capable to perform two port measurements from 50-100 GHz characterizing reflections
and transmissions from a sensor being the device under test (DUT). The comparison con-
ducted in [75] between the non-coherent reflectometer approach and a coherent detection

Figure 3-7: Example of reflectometer phase measurements [73].
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Figure 3-8: Block diagram of an integrated VNA [75].

technique show that the coherent detection offers the best dynamic range at the expense
of increased circuit complexity, also evident from Figs. 3-6 and 3-8. The results obtained
using that system were compared to measurements performed with a commercial VNA.
The measured component is a V-band horn antenna connected to a waveguide to coaxial
adapter. Both results are depicted in Fig. 3-9. The figure shows clearly that the results are
very similar to each other. Phase measurements have been performed with binary solu-
tions in [75]. Fig. 3-10 displays the phase versus frequency for 5 different samples. The
sensing element is a 1.2 mm long microstrip transmission line sensor that was immersed
in the fluids. It is indicating high sensitivity of that sensing approach. It means that this
approach is well suited for high accuracy sample characterization when the consumed DC
power and complexity are of less importance. For portable devices, this might become an
issue and lower power systems are preferable.

3.3 Interferometer

When marginal changes in the composition of a material must be detected, one efficient
way to increase a sensor’s response is to measure in parallel, comparing the sensing path
to a reference path. This approach using parallel microstrip sensors has been presented in
section 2.4. The structure depicted in Fig. 2-17 compares the transmission of a microstrip
that is partially covered by the MUT to a not-covered one.

The principle of the chosen technique is depicted in Fig. 3-11a. To be able to compare
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Figure 3-9: Measured magnitude of the input reflection coefficient of a V-band horn an-
tenna connected to a waveguide to coaxial adapter using the presented VNA
and a commercial VNA (PNA-X) [75].

Figure 3-10: Measured phase of the transmission parameter of binary methanol-ethanol
solutions [75].

(a) Hybrid ring coupler layout. (b) Hybrid ring coupler: Network of line sections.

Figure 3-11: 2-port based line model used for Matlab coding of the hybrid ring coupler
function.
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both line’s transfer characteristics, the excitation must be identical in amplitude and phase,
which is assumed to be the case in the following considerations. Finally, this will be
accomplished using a Wilkinson power splitter, providing two identical signals from a
single source. The comparison between the transmissions of the two lines is realized
by a hybrid ring coupler. This method, applied in [76], is increasing the sensitivity of
a simple microstrip sensor as explained in the following. The lines, reference (lin,REF)
and measurement (lin,MUT ) microstrip line, ideally propagate signals equal in phase and
amplitude for an unloaded sensor. The signal of the sensing microstrip is altered by an
MUT according to its dielectric properties. In section 2.4 it was shown that this effect
is small so that both signals are still quite similar to each other. The hybrid ring coupler
superimposes both signals at its delta port, port 3 in Fig. 3-11. Both signals have a
phase difference evoked by the path length difference which, for the center frequency,
is equivalent to half of the wavelength. For identical signals, this amounts to 180° and
both signals cancel each other. Small differences in phase and magnitude will change
the hybrid ring coupler output according to its transfer function. The phase difference of
measurement and reference signal is 180° only at the designated center frequency making
the device narrow band. This is the key feature making the overall concept more sensitive
to marginal changes in the sensed signal.

At the output of the hybrid (port 3), the phase conditions of the two output signals, which
are superimposed, is described as follows:

∆ϕout = ϕ2 − ϕ1

ϕ1 = ϕ0,1 + βratlλ/4
ϕ2 = ϕ0,2 + 3βratlλ/4 (3-6)

ϕ0,1 and ϕ0,2 are the initial phase conditions of the signals entering the hybrid ring coupler
at port 1 and port 2. βrat is the phase constant of the lines composing the hybrid. ϕ0,1

contains the information about the phase shift evoked by the particular sample on top
of the line. Hence, the difference in ϕ0,1 and ϕ0,2 is caused by the MUT. The equations
that have been introduced in section 2.4 relating the phase constant β to the real part of
the effective permittivity together with the condition of ∆ϕ = 180° ≡ 2π at the center
frequency lead to relation (3-7):

fc =
c0

2lc(
√
ε′e f f ,2 −

√
ε′e f f ,1) + 4lλ/4

√
ε′e f f , rat

(3-7)

In this equation, ε′e f f ,1 refers to the effective dielectric constant of the sensing line, ε′e f f ,2
to that of the reference line and ε′e f f ,rat to the effective dielectric constant of the lines
composing the hybrid ring coupler. The length lλ/4 is designated in 3-11a.

Equation (3-7) gives a very first approximation of the expected behavior of the circuit
in terms of center frequency shift versus permittivity changes of the MUT and hence is
serving the purpose of giving an understanding of the functional principle. The combined
sub components constitute an interferometer, which identifies marginal changes through
superposition.

A more accurate mathematical model is based on microwave network analysis using two-
port blocks representing the single transmission line sections of the RF circuitry. The
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partitioning of the RF network is indicated in Fig. 3-11b. Since it exhibits shunt and series
components, one appropriate method is to use ABCD and Y-parameters and convert them
to the S-parameters which are finally desired. A Matlab code was created for that purpose
based on the schematic block diagram displayed in Fig. 3-11b. To obtain the overall
transfer function, it is necessary to split the depicted circuit and derive the S 31 and S 32

functions individually. Afterwards, the vector sum is calculated to get the superimposed
output signal. Both input ports (1,2) are assumed to be excited with the same power and in
phase. The basic mathematical functions that are part of the matrices are simple solutions
of the wave equation describing the transfer characteristics of the standalone components
visible in Fig. 3-11b. The model takes loss of the line into account leading to an ABCD
matrix of a simple line as follows:

A =

[
cosh(γl) Z0 sinh(γl)

1/Z0 sinh(γl) cosh(γl)

]
(3-8)

In the above matrix l is the length of the line and γ the complex propagation constant,
comprised of the attenuation and the phase constant as follows:

γ = α + jβ (3-9)

To determine the complete transfer characteristics, the ABCD matrix of the shunt impedance
Z0 must be taken into account.

AZ =

[
1 0

1/Z0 1

]
(3-10)

It represents the 50 Ω terminations present in the design in Fig. 3-11. To calculate S 31,
two parallel paths, the upper and the lower signal path in Fig. 3-11, are taken into account
and the following calculation scheme, exemplarily shown for S 31, is applied:

A311 = Aλ/4 → Y311

A312 = Aλ/4 · AZ · Aλ/4 · AZ · Aλ/4 → Y312

Y31tot = Y311 + Y312 → S 31tot (3-11)

The arrows indicate a conversion from ABCD to Y- or S-parameters. The same scheme
holds for S 32. The vector sum of S 32 and S 31 represents the transfer function S 21 for
the hybrid ring coupler driven by a Wilkinson power splitter. The calculated results are
depicted in Figs. 3-12 and 3-13 for different parameters ∆α and ∆ϕ. The initial transfer
function is displayed in Fig. 3-12 for ∆α = 0. The graph represents the characteristics of
an unloaded sensor. It is shown that the interferometer behaves like a notch filter with a
minimum S 21 at the center frequency, here 120 GHz.

This analytical model of the interferometer was used to investigate the impact of different
parameters being relevant for the proposed sensing technique. It can be used to demon-
strate the impact of phase and attenuation changes induced by a sample under test onto
the signal propagated by the sensing line. The investigations point out that the hybrid ring
coupler conducts a separation of phase and attenuation effects. The model was applied to
simulate the coupler’s response to an imbalance between both input signals in terms of
amplitude. The graph in Fig. 3-12 shows the calculated S 21 for different signal attenua-
tion from 1-10. Transfer functions are simply shifted in power, whereas phase imbalances
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Figure 3-12: Hybrid ring coupler transfer function S 21 with attenuation as parameter.

cause a frequency shift in the S 21 notch, as displayed in Fig. 3-13. This feature of the
hybrid ring coupler enables the great potential of characterizing different dielectric prop-
erties of samples individually. However, when a sample changes both the attenuation and
the phase of the sensing line, the attenuation affects the phase frequency characteristics
of the interferometer. The occurrence of the combined effects might veil the results, de-
pending on the magnitude of attenuation. Chapter 6 will address this issue and a solution
will be presented.

Figure 3-13 highlights that the absolute minimum of the transfer function achievable by
the circuit is neither for 0° phase shift nor at 120 GHz. The figure displays the extracted

Figure 3-13: Hybrid ring coupler transfer function S 21 with phase as parameter.
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minimum from all S 21 functions for the different phase differences designated as envelope.
The envelope shows the two absolute minimums that are achievable by phase tuning sym-
metrically positioned around 120 GHz. To explain that effect, further simulations using
ADS were conducted. Additionally, these simulations account also for other effects in the
RF circuitry, like frequency dependent port matching. The transmission of the interfer-
ometer simulated with ADS is displayed in Fig. 3-14. It is confirmed that the absolute
minimum of the transfer function achievable by the circuit is not for 0° phase shift. This
can be understood with the help of the hybrid ring coupler transfer functions displayed in
Fig. 3-15.

The hybrid ring coupler does not feature absolute symmetry for both paths S 31 and S 32

leading to a different power level at the center frequency. This is evident from the gap in
the transfer functions at 120 GHz as depicted in Fig. 3-15. At the center frequency, the
phase condition for a minimum in the superimposed signals stated in (3-7) at port 3 is
fulfilled, so that the minimum appears despite the magnitude imbalances. In other words,
the phase difference of 180° is always the dominant factor. When an additional phase
shift is introduced in the measurement path, it can be achieved that both criterions - equal
amplitude and 180° phase difference - are fulfilled simultaneously. This leads to a lower
minimum and a higher Q-factor of the interferometers S 21. The sensitivity is not affected
by that, as evident by the linear phase frequency behavior of the interferometer shown in
Fig.3-16. The Figure compares the frequency phase correlation obtained from Matlab and
ADS simulations to validate the calculation scheme. Even though the sensitivity in terms
of frequency shift versus phase change is not affected by the deeper notch level, still,
the potential read-out precision is increased for higher Q-factors since higher changes in
the power level are occurring. Further investigations of the phase frequency characteris-
tics were conducted. The impact of simultaneous changes of phase and attenuation was
simulated and the results are depicted in Fig. 3-17a.

To emphasize the impact of the attenuation, a constant phase shift of 2° was adjusted and

Figure 3-14: ADS simulation of the interferometer transfer function S 21.
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Figure 3-15: ADS simulation of the hybrid ring coupler transmissions S 31 and S 32.

the attenuation was varied from 0-0.2. The figure displays S 21 versus frequency. The
center frequency, reflected by the S 21 minimum is depending on α as depicted in Fig 3-
17b. As expected, the impact of phase shift onto the center frequency is the highest for
zero attenuation, which hence is the operation point of maximum sensitivity. The position
of the S 21 minimum is determined by a combined effect of the phase difference and the
amplitude of the signals entering the hybrid ring coupler. When the attenuation in the
reference path is increased, it means that this attenuation is added to the transfer function
of the coupler. This can be visualized by shifting down the S 31 curve depicted in Fig.

Figure 3-16: Center frequency fc of the transfer function versus phase imbalance ∆ϕ.
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(a) S 21 for a phase shift of 2°. (b) Frequency shift evoked by 2° phase shift ver-
sus attenuation.

Figure 3-17: Effect of attenuation on the interferometer transfer function.

3-15 by the amount of attenuation added by the measurement line’s attenuation. For low
attenuation differences, the reference and the measurement path, S 31 and S 32, match best,
hence, the minimum is mainly governed by the position of a 180° phase shift. For higher
differences in attenuation, the amplitudes are not matched anymore becoming a relevant
factor for the notch position in frequency. To illustrate that effect, Fig. 3-18 compares
the actual notch position with the frequency where a 180° phase shift between the two
signals occurs. Simulation results depicted in Fig. 3-18 were obtained using ADS. The

Figure 3-18: Notch (center) frequency deviation from frequency where 180° phase shift
occurs. −5° ≤ ∆ϕ ≤ 5°.

phase was swept from −5° to 5° to shift the S 21 notch in frequency. The attenuation of the
measurement line was adjusted to several values, as stated in the legend of Fig. 3-18. This
emulates the behavior of a sample that affects both, propagation phase and frequency. The
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parameter α was altered to demonstrate the effect of attenuation onto the frequency shift.
The key information obtained from that simulation is that attenuation affects the frequency
shift due to the fact that the phase condition, a 180° phase shift between reference and
measurement signal, is not dominating anymore and the amplitude’s impact increases.

For small phase differences in the measurement and the reference path the notch shift
is approximately linear. When it increases above that linear region, it shows hyperbolic
behavior. For the target applications and the planned setup, phase changes induced into
the measurement microstrip are less than 2° at 120 GHz. This will be calculated in chap-
ter 6. For that reason, the hybrid ring coupler’s response is considered to be linear and
the sensitivity according to simulation results is ∆ fC/∆ϕ = 1.8 GHz/° saying that the
interferometer gets tuned by 1.5 % for 1° phase shift. The linear phase frequency charac-
teristics along with the high sensitivity render the interferometer the method of choice for
measuring dielectric properties of samples.

3.4 Summary

This chapter demonstrated read-out circuits for collaboration with the sensors presented
in chapter 2. The generic approaches, the reflectometer and the VNA, showed the highest
potential accuracy. This was demonstrated by comparing measurement results to results
achieved by commercially available VNAs. The flexibility of both approaches makes
them applicable to all the discussed sensor structures. Hence, they are preferable when lab
experiments with several sensor structures are desired. Still, their design exhibits also the
highest complexity and also the biggest size and power consumption, which is not feasible
for portable dielectric sensors. For reading out IDCs and stub lines, the tuned oscillator
method was presented. Since it is based on a resonant approach, it shows a high sensitivity
towards changes in the dielectric sample. If a high accuracy is desired with reasonable
effort, the models for dielectric constant extraction become quite elaborate owing to the
nonlinear response. Thus, a final system would need extensive computation capability,
unwanted for compact and portable solutions that are targeted here. The interferometer
approach showed linear behavior within the desired phase range. A direct digital read-out
feature, that was developed within the frame of this thesis, will be presented in chapter 6.
These features yield in a powerful sensing device to characterize biological and medical
dielectric samples.

To experimentally examine the interferometer concept, it was first implemented in the
7 GHz range on a PCB and measurements with biological samples were conducted. The
following chapter presents the design of the microwave interferometer, related topics and
finally measurement results.
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4 Microwave Interferometer

It has been demonstrated in section 3.3 that the interferometer concept can be realized
with the help of microstrip lines acting as both transmission line structures and sensing
elements. One goal of this thesis is the development of an on-chip dielectric sensor for lab-
on-a-chip solutions to provide a miniature device to characterize dielectric samples. The
first step in that direction has been to implement a highly compact sensor at microwave
frequencies, in order to experimentally investigate the operation principle of electrical
interferometers in the context of dielectric characterization. The frequency range was
chosen in the proximity of 7 GHz to compare simulation and measurement results to ex-
periments presented in [76], where this concept was realized as a single component using
one complete wafer. Moreover, the use of this frequency range is profitable due to two
aspects: ease of fabrication, which is practical using a printed circuit board setup with the
appropriate epoxy material and the low complexity of measurement equipment and the
measurement procedure. Both aspects significantly reduce the timeframe of the construc-
tion process to finally gain experimental results. The structure presented in the following
could be fabricated in-house using a laser based PCB structuring device. In addition to
that, it is feasible to measure the microwave sensor using SMA connectors and coaxial ca-
bles. This alleviates the measurement procedure notably, since no on-wafer measurement
equipment is required. Still, the electromagnetic processes are the same compared to a
higher frequency spectrum in the millimeter-wave range, so this structure is well suited
as an experimental test setup to investigate dielectric sensing applying electromagnetic
waves in particular in an interferometer. The microstrip line based circuitry was designed
using proper line models followed by EM simulations based on the method of moments
technique with very high accuracy so that the fabrication step could be accomplished
without the need for several iterations. The design methodology followed by simulations
and experimental results are demonstrated in the following subsections.

4.1 Design

In section 2.4 it has been explained that the EM field of a microstrip line is suitable to
detect and characterize dielectric materials. In the chosen frequency range, this structure
can be implemented on a printed circuit board. The principle is based on the parallel
sensing line approach discussed in section 2.4 and is displayed in Fig. 4-1. The Wilkinson
coupler at the input provides two signals equal in magnitude and phase to the following
microstrip sensors. The hybrid ring coupler superimposes both signals with a certain
frequency dependent phase difference at the output port, denoted ∆ in Fig. 4-1. Because
of its properties underlined in section 3.3, the hybrid is the most vital element in this
design. The key functions of the applied devices relevant for the overall design will be
explained later in this chapter.

The following design considerations are customized for a Rogers 3003 (RO3003) material
PCB, since it exhibits excellent radio frequency characteristics in the applied band [77],
namely a frequency stable dielectric constant and a low loss factor. The approach ex-
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Figure 4-1: Schematic of the microwave interferometer.

plained in section 3.3 can be realized on the basis of microstrip lines exhibiting 50 Ω or
70.71 Ω as characteristic impedance, respectively. Additionally, two surface mount de-
vice (SMD) resistors are required. This guarantees that interfaces between circuit stages
do not cause high reflections caused by impedance mismatch of transitions since the
sensing structures are also microstrip lines. In addition to that, all of the interferome-
ter components are passive, thus beneficial in terms of power dissipation and linearity.
The presented methodology requires the following steps of development:

• Determination of the microstrip line geometry for different characteristic impedances

• Calculation of the effective wavelength stemming from the substrate and the line
geometry

• Designing the circuit components based on previously determined parameters

• EM simulation of the single components and their composition followed by iterative
optimization

• Fabrication and measurements

The optimum geometry of a microstrip is determined by two parameters, depicted in
Fig. 2-13. These are the substrate thickness h and the substrate dielectric constant εr1.
The chosen substrate exhibits the following parameter values: h = 127 µm (5 mil) and
εr1 = 3 [78]. One way to accurately calculate the geometrical parameters is to apply
the Hammerstad and Jensen formula. This formula describes the static impedance, Z0

and the effective dielectric constant, εe f f [79]. The attenuation factor, α, is calculated
using the rule of incremental inductance [80]. For these calculations, the tool LineCalc, a
software feature of ADS, was used, which is based on the aforementioned formulas and
rules. The tool can be used to synthesize the line parameters for the required impedance
and respective substrate. The line width that is obtained by that procedure is wl = 302 µm.
It is noticeable that the applied calculation tool is considering frequency dispersion, skin
effect and dielectric loss. This leads to highly accurate parameters for microstrip line
design comparable to parameters gained by applying EM characterization techniques.

To reach close agreement between simulations and measurements, the calculated param-
eters were taken as a start value and the structure was simulated using the method of
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moments approach [81]. The results of that simulation can be evaluated for identifying
all details about the line, the characteristic impedance, the effective permittivity and sev-
eral other parameters. The most relevant parameters for this design are the characteristic
line impedance for good matching, and the effective permittivity, since the other circuits’
performances described later are depending on a well defined line impedance and phase
propagation. The line width has been optimized considering the boundaries of fabrication
accuracy. The resulting value is wl = 300 µm, which is very close to the value obtained
by using LineCalc. To calculate the effective permittivity of the microstrip realized on
that particular substrate, the phase of the scattering parameter S 21 was evaluated leading
to εe f f = 2.51. This value is used to calculate the wavelength of a signal propagated by
that line using (4-1):

λ =
c0√
εe f f f

(4-1)

As a result, the wavelength of the described microstrip transmission line is λ = 27.04 mm.
To obtain a characteristic line impedance of 70.71 Ω, a line width of wl = 160 µm needs
to be applied. The resulting wavelength is λ = 27.82 mm. The different wavelength
is ascribed to a different εe f f stemming from a different line width. The wavelength is
important since the developed components are distributed microwave circuits using lines
in multiples or fractions of the signal wavelength at the chosen frequency of operation
to achieve impedance matching. The calculated parameter values were used for a first
design of the coupler structures explained in the following.

Since the combination of several line elements forming a distributed microwave circuit
will add parasitic effects due to junctions and bends, the respective circuit needs to be EM
characterized, scaled, and optimized in several simulation iterations. Also, solder pads
for SMD elements add capacitance that needs to be taken into account.

The method described in 3.3 requires two identical signals, equal in phase and magnitude,
one as a reference and one as a measurement signal. A passive circuit based on microstrip
lines that generates two equal signals from a single input is the Wilkinson power splitter
[82]. The basic principle and layout of the splitter is displayed in Fig. 4-2.

(a) Schematic. (b) Layout (true to scale, units in µm).

Figure 4-2: Wilkinson power splitter.

To characterize the behavior of that circuit, one can apply an even-odd mode analysis tech-
nique [83]. In doing so, the depicted power splitter can be broken down to two quarter
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Figure 4-3: Input matching and isolation of the Wilkinson split ports.

wave transformers in parallel. The input and output ports are connected to 50 Ω lines re-
spectively. To achieve matching at the split ports, serving as output ports, and the common
port at the input, the quarter wave transformers need to have a characteristic impedance
of ZC = Z0

√
2. A reciprocal and zero-loss three port network cannot be matched at all

three ports simultaneously. This is why a 100 Ω resistor, or more generally speaking,
an element of twice the characteristic impedance, needs to be inserted between the split
ports. The input impedance of the Wilkinson can be derived by analyzing one branch
of the symmetrical structure and subsequently calculating the input impedance of two of
those branches in parallel. The circuit displayed in 4-2 can be viewed as two quarter wave
transformers in parallel with a 50 Ω load. Neglecting the loss, the impedance of the half
circuit can be calculated by [55]:

Zin = ZC
ZL + jZC tan βl
ZC + jZL tan βl

(4-2)

Here, ZC is the characteristic impedance of the quarter wave lines, ZL is the load impedance,
β is the phase constant and l is the line length. For l = λ/4 and ZC = 50 Ω

√
2 = 70.71 Ω,

this impedance amounts to Zin = 100 Ω. That means two of those lines in parallel exhibit
50 Ω as the overall target input impedance. Similar calculations can be conducted for
both output ports, leading to 50 Ω at the designated center frequency. The lumped 100 Ω

resistor serves matching and enhances isolation between Port 2 and Port 3. The final lay-
out, that was characterized and optimized for a 127 µm Rogers RO3003 PCB using MoM
simulations, is depicted in Fig. 4-2b. One very important layout aspect, when a PCB
implementation is intended, is the quarter wave lines ending exactly at the pads accom-
modating the 100 Ω SMD resistor to eliminate parasitic effects of leads. The simulation
results for the layout depicted in Fig. 4-2b are presented in Figs. 4-3 and 4-4. The graph
in Fig. 4-4 shows that the transmission behavior of S 31 and S 32 is identical. This only
holds for perfectly matched output ports. The simulated input matching is better than
−20 dB. Another essential aspect to be considered for this circuit to work properly, is the
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Figure 4-4: Transmission characteristics of the Wilkinson power divider.

isolation of the split ports. The graph in Fig. 4-3 displays the input matching as well as
the isolation of the output ports. The isolation is also better than −20 dB in proximity to
the center frequency of 7 GHz. These properties render the circuit suitable for provid-
ing signals identical in phase and magnitude while ensuring sufficient isolation and input
matching to 50 Ω. A similar design methodology was applied for the hybrid ring coupler,
explained in the following.

As the Wilkinson, the hybrid ring coupler is based on line wave transformers in parallel,
in order to provide matching at all ports simultaneously. Fig. 4-5a illustrates the basic
function of the hybrid ring coupler.

(a) Schematic. (b) Layout (true to scale, units in µm).

Figure 4-5: Hybrid ring coupler.

The port numeration starts from the input ports, indicating the mode of operation in the
final application, where Port 1 and Port 2 will be used as input and Port 3 as the output
port. To obtain an input impedance of Z0 at all ports, the inner ring needs to exhibit a
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Figure 4-6: Simulated matching and isolation of the respective hybrid ports.

characteristic impedance of
√

2Z0. In the target application, the sum port designated with
Σ, is terminated with a resistor of Z0. In that constellation and given that it is operated at
the designed center frequency, the hybrid ring coupler derives the difference of the input
signals fed to Port 1 and Port 2 and provides the result at its output Port 3, also referred
to as ∆ port. This behavior is valid for an ideal zero-loss hybrid ring coupler driven at its
center frequency. In that case, the circuitry shown in Fig. 4-5a can be characterized using
even- and odd mode analysis [55], [84] leading to the following scattering matrix.

S = − j/
√

2


0 0 −1
0 0 1
−1 1 0

 (4-3)

The matrix shows that in the discussed ideal case, Port 1 and Port 2 are completely isolated
from each other. To investigate the real behavior of the hybrid ring coupler, it has been
characterized using MoM simulations. The start value for the line length (Lambda fourth)
at the design frequency was obtained by MoM simulations of the single microstrip. Sub-
sequently, the necessary perimeter of the hybrid ring coupler was calculated to obtain the
desired circuit function. Later, the complete coupler was EM simulated for optimization
and compensation of parasitic effects contributed by joints of wires and solder pads for
SMD elements. The resulting final structure is depicted in Fig. 4-5b. The MoM simu-
lation results are represented by the graphs depicted in Figs. 4-6 and 4-7. As shown in
Fig. 4-6, the matching at all three ports used as input and output is about −25 dB around
7 GHz. The insertion losses from the input ports to the output, displayed in Fig. 4-7, are
very close to the ideal value of −3 dB at the center frequency, thanks to a very low loss
tangent of the Rogers material and a high conductivity of the copper.

The presented couplers are part of the final design structure that is schematically displayed
in Fig. 4-1. The Wilkinson drives the parallel lines used as sensor and reference and the
hybrid ring coupler evaluates their different propagation properties. This leads to the final
layout of the microwave interferometer depicted in Fig. 4-8.
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Figure 4-7: Simulated transmission of the respective hybrid ports.

For measurement purposes, the PCB needs to be equipped with SMA connectors, being
suitable for frequencies up to 18 GHz. In the presented design, edge mount connectors are
applied and their footprint is displayed in Fig. 4-8 at the in and output, respectively. To
investigate their influence onto matching and transmission, the displayed design has been
simulated for both constellations with SMA connectors and without. The input reflection
as well as the transmission is depicted in Fig. 4-9.

The input matching S 11 is around −25 dB in the frequency range of interest, when the
influence of SMA connectors is neglected. The simulations depicted in Fig. 4-9 show
that this value is shifted to an increased ratio due to the impact of SMA connectors. The
transmission S 21 is lower than −40 dB, indicating a high path symmetry of the reference
and the measurement path. The ideal value is much lower, because under ideal circum-
stances, the magnitude of both signals - the reference and the measurement signal - are
identical, leading to a value of S 21 of minus infinity. Higher symmetry can enhance the

Figure 4-8: Layout of the microwave interferometer.
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Figure 4-9: Simulated S-parameters of the microwave interferometer with and without
SMA connectors.

performance of the circuitry - section 4.3 demonstrates a strategy to achieve that.

The most important property of the hybrid ring coupler is the correlation of phase differ-
ence of the two input signals and the frequency shift of the S 21 minimum in the overall
transfer function of the interferometer. To simulate the response of the hybrid ring coupler
to a phase imbalance of its input signals, ideal phase shifting elements have been inserted
in the measurement and the reference path of the interferometer. Fig. 4-10 displays the
simulated results for a phase difference from −10° to 10°. The characteristic behavior

Figure 4-10: Simulated performance of the microwave interferometer for phase differ-
ences below 10°.
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Figure 4-11: Simulated shift of the notch frequency for phase differences below 10°.

observed here was investigated and explained in section 3.3. By tuning the phase, it is
possible to adjust the notch frequency and to realize both, optimum phase and amplitude
conditions at the same time. The much deeper notch power level and the higher quality
factor are a valuable feature when power measurements are applied to derive the notch
position in terms of resolution and accuracy. In Fig. 4-10, the highest Q-factors are ob-
tained for a phase shift of ∆ϕ = ±4°. Increasing the resolution of the simulated phase
sweep, even deeper notch levels and higher Q-factors are achievable. The minimum level
observed for both simulations and measurements is below −100 dB.

The results depicted in 4-10 were evaluated to investigate the phase frequency character-
istics of the hybrid ring coupler. The extracted frequency shift versus phase difference is
plotted in Fig. 4-11. The graph shows that the highest change in frequency is obtained
at the center position for a phase shift of zero. It demonstrates that the best point of op-
eration for the interferometer is at an initial phase shift of zero, to achieve the highest
possible effect in terms of frequency shift. On the downside, there is a lower Q-factor at
that exact point due to amplitude imbalances, making a different point of operation with
a higher Q-factor favorable for better read-out capabilities.

Chapter 5 will demonstrate that the relevant phase range in the intended application is
below 2°. It can be inferred from Fig. 4-11, that for this range the phase frequency cor-
relation can be considered to be linear. The maximum error using a linear fitting function
was determined to be 6.64 MHz, what amounts to 0.059 %. The slope of the linear func-
tion is ∆ f /∆ϕ = −103.9 MHz/°. This also means that in the relevant phase range for
target samples, a higher quality factor, obtained by phase calibration, is not affecting the
sensitivity ∆ fc/∆ϕ of the interferometer since the sensitivity can be considered constant.
However, such a high quality factor is very important for accurate notch frequency de-
tection since the output power range, the measured parameter, is significantly increased.
This raises the resolution of the interferometer.

Furthermore, since the explained concept is based on a phase frequency relation, the sen-
sor sensitivity is depending on the absolute operational frequency of the hybrid ring cou-
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Figure 4-12: Simulated sensitivity of the hybrid ring coupler for different operational fre-
quencies.

pler, since it is the component conducting the phase frequency conversion. To investigate
the frequency dependency, the hybrid ring coupler has been scaled and EM simulated for
different frequencies of operation. The extracted sensitivities for three different hybrid
ring coupler versions working at different frequencies are depicted in Fig. 4-12. The
simulation results show that the maximum sensitivity of a hybrid ring coupler working at
6.8 GHz is increased from −109 MHz/° to −139 MHz/° by scaling it to work at 8 GHz.
This is a very important feature of that device. Along with investigations that will be pre-
sented in chapter 5, this is the main reason for scaling and implementing the interferom-
eter approach at millimeter-wave frequencies. The development of the millimeter-wave
interferometer will be presented in chapter 6.

In addition to scaling, there are further techniques to increase the sensitivity of the hybrid
ring coupler. The transfer functions of the coupler depicted in Fig. 4-5 have two cross
points as explained earlier. This is due to the different path lengths from Port 1 to Port 3
compared to Port 2 to Port 3, provoking a different transmission magnitude due to loss,
impairing the symmetrical transfer behavior. To increase the sensitivity of the sensor,
the different path losses need to be compensated for. Inherently, the longer line between
Port 2 and Port 3 has higher loss. If that loss is compensated for or introduced into the
other path as well, it can be achieved to attain a single intersection of the two graphs from
4-7 at the center frequency by shifting S 31 downwards.

In [76], a method was introduced, where the different sections of the hybrid ring coupler
feature diverse metal thicknesses. There, two liftoff process steps are performed and
different masks come into operation. To limit the effort, a different strategy was pursued
in the presented approach. To introduce loss in the upper path, the lead to Port 1 of the
coupler, a distinct section of that transmission line was tapered as indicated in Fig. 4-13.
The original line width for a 50 Ω line is 300 µm for the deployed layer configuration. EM
simulations using the MoM approach led to an optimum overall sensor sensitivity when
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Figure 4-13: Modified hybrid ring coupler setup with tapered line section.

a 2 mm long piece of line with a width of 180 µm is inserted into the measurement path,
as indicated in Fig. 4-13. The simulated performance of the sensor achieved with this
modification was demonstrated in [7].

The impedance change of this modification causes a certain amount of reflections in the
upper signal path. Still, the input matching of the complete interferometer is not affected
by this since the precedent Wilkinson splitter contains a 100 Ω resistor for isolation [85]
and balance. The designed structure has been fabricated on a PCB and the complete
measurement setup is explained in the following subsection.

4.2 Experimental Setup

The sensor concept was implemented in the 7 GHz range to characterize the permittivity
of fluids confined in Teflon capillaries serving as a microfluidic channel. This channel
was pressed on top of the PCB with the help of customized polyvinyl chloride (PVC)
jaws. The interferometer, which is a completely passive circuitry, needs to be evaluated
by performing S-parameter measurements to gain information about the MUT’s dielectric
properties. Therefore, SMA connectors were mounted onto the PCB to gain measurement
access. The fabricated PCB is displayed in Fig. 4-14. On the right side in Fig. 4-14, the
PCB layer stack is displayed. The stack is composed of an FR4 base material to sup-
port the ultra thin Rogers material in a lamination construction using a pre-impregnated
material (prepreg) as interposer layer. The copper was structured with the help of a rapid
PCB prototyping laser machine. The utilized SMD components have a 0402 type package
to feature sufficient RF performance. S-parameter measurements were performed with a
vector network analyzer for frequencies up to 8.5 GHz after short-open-load-thru (SOLT)
calibration applying an electronic calibration module. The measurement results will be
presented in section 4.3.

Previously in this chapter, the phase tuning approach to enhance the interferometer’s per-
formance has been discussed. The following subsection shows a convenient approach of
proving both the superior performance of a phase-tuned device and the microstrip sensing
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Figure 4-14: Printed circuit board with microfluidic channel and SMA connectors and
layer stack (units in µm).

of overlay materials.

In section 2.4 it has been presented that a microstrip line’s propagation behavior is affected
by a material placed on top of it. The discussion in 3.3 about interferometers revealed that
this concept is well suited for phase calibration techniques. To obtain a direct and easy
method to change the length of the material covering the microstrip, a stepped object
depicted in Fig. 4-15 made of synthetic resin bonded paper was fabricated enabling 5
discrete phase states. The first step has a length of 1.6 mm and each of the following steps

Figure 4-15: Stepped object for phase manipulation of waves on microstrip lines.

is 1.6 mm longer than the previous one. The width of each step is 1.2 mm, which is around
10 times the substrate thickness to avoid fringing effects. By adjusting the steps covering
the microstrip, the length of the overlaying material and with it the signal phase can be
varied. That way, the center frequency of the interferometer can be adjusted.

The sketched object was mounted on top of the bottom microstrip line of the interfer-
ometer and pressed on top of the PCB using a standard screw at a distance of 4.8 mm to
the strip line to assure that the propagation behavior of the line is not manipulated by the
metal screw. The resulting PCB is shown in Fig. 4-16. This very simple approach was
used to gain a first proof of concept for phase tuning at microwave frequencies.

In practice, a very accurate positioning of the stepped object is necessary to achieve re-
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Figure 4-16: Sensor for experimental phase calibration.

Figure 4-17: Measurement of reflection S 11 of the interferometer PCB.

producible, discrete states of the propagated signal phase. In the presented experiment,
the object was placed and adjusted by hand to find the position for minimal transmission
S 21 which is inherently associated with the highest possible Q-factor. Since the purpose
was the proof of concept, it was abstained from further experiments with optimized posi-
tioning methods.

The results of both, the first design and the improved version of the microwave interfer-
ometer exhibiting a tapered section for loss compensation and phase tuning capability are
presented in the following subsection.

4.3 Experimental Results

To investigate the performance of the interferometer experimentally, the sensor depicted
in Fig. 4-14 was characterized by measuring S-parameters with a vector network ana-
lyzer. The input reflection represented by parameter S 11 is shown in Fig. 4-17. The
frequency for minimum reflection of −22 dBm is approximately at 7.6 GHz. Since the
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sensor’s feature in focus is a high Q-factor and with that its sensitivity, the input matching
was not a critical aspect and thus not further optimized. Additionally, the S 21 minimum
changes for different samples under test so that good matching needs to be provided for
the complete frequency band of interest. Very good matching is still achieved at 7.44 GHz,
the frequency for minimum transmission without exposing a sample to the sensor, with
S 11 =−16.5 dB.

As explained previously in this chapter, the S 21 minimum does shift with samples of dif-
ferent εr. Therefore, the sensor was exposed to different fluids within the microfluidic
channel while monitoring the transmission. In the first experiment, a yeast culture was
grown in glucose as nutrient medium and measured in different stages. Because of a dif-
ferent biomass - a different number and density of cells - the permittivity of the sample
changes. This can be quantified by applying the Rayleigh equation for dielectric proper-
ties of disperse mixtures assuming a spherical shaped disperse phase [86]. In the presented
experiment, an emphasis has been put on creating a sample that changes its dielectric con-
stant over time. Fig. 4-18 displays the measured transmission over frequency for different
stages of cultivation with time as a parameter.

As it is shown, a difference of 125 MHz of the notch is obtained after 20 h of cultivation.
After that duration, considering a cell doubling time of 90 min [87], one can assume no
further increase in number of cells for the regarded volumes. With a progressed cultiva-
tion, the center frequency shifts down to lower frequencies, indicating a higher εr. One of
the reasons for that is a higher number of yeast cells in the sample, having a higher real
part of the dielectric constant compared to glucose. A drawback of the presented experi-
ment is that the yeast glucose solution was kept in the microfluidic channel without extra
preparation or cell extraction. That means that a dynamic growth progress was recorded
and the measured behavior is an accumulation of several effects related to metabolic pro-
cesses, for example the fermentation of ethanol as well as a varying cell concentration.
Another side product emerging in a yeast cultivation progress is nitrogen [88]. The result
is a much higher change in permittivity leading to the bigger frequency shift in the S 21

Figure 4-18: Transmission S 21 of the interferometer PCB with yeast.
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Figure 4-19: Transmission S 21 of the interferometer PCB for 10 to 100 percent ethanol
sample.

notch as depicted in Fig. 4-18.

To study the impact of the optimization techniques explained before, the sensor setup
from Fig. 4-16 was used for the following experiments. As a reference liquid an ethanol-
water-mixture was used, since its dielectric properties are often studied in literature and
well documented [89]. Moreover, it can be adjusted by using a different composition
of water and ethanol fractions. The liquid was exposed to the sensor in a microfluidic
channel that was mounted on top of the PCB as depicted in Fig 4-14. For the demonstrated
experiments, a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) tube with an inner diameter of 0.5 mm
was used to confine the liquids under test. The sample volume that is relevant for the
measurements is around 570 nL since this is the volume covering the microstrip with a
sufficient margin without causing fringing effects. For the considered tube, this volume
fills the tube for a length of 2.84 mm. The calibration object displayed in Fig. 4-15 was
used to calibrate the sensor. The calibration process was conducted using one particular
sample for a reference measurement before characterizing the other dielectric samples.
The PTFE channel contains the liquid under test that is intended to be investigated. Fig.
4-19 shows the measured transmission S 21 for 10-100 % ethanol in water. Calibration of
the interferometer was carried out while pure ethanol was positioned in the microfluidic
channel. Fig. 4-19 displays that the frequency of the S 21 notch is shifted down with
increasing volume percent of ethanol within the ethanol-water mixture. This means the
frequency shift of the notch gives information about the concentration of ethanol in the
mixture. To evaluate the measured behavior, the center frequency was plotted versus the
respective ethanol concentration. The result is displayed in Fig. 4-20. The graph shows
a constant center frequency for some of the ethanol concentration steps. This stems from
a limited resolution of the S-parameter measurement results depicted in Fig. 4-19. It
is important to state that the change of the notch frequency increases with increasing
ethanol concentration. This is due to the fact that the calibration procedure was applied
for a 100 % ethanol sample and with increasing concentration the sensor state approaches
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Figure 4-20: Center frequency of transmission S 21 versus volume fraction of ethanol.

the reference state. As it is shown in Fig. 4-20, the highest sensitivity is as expected close
to that state. In [90] and [91], values for the real part of the permittivity of water-ethanol
mixtures are published. Calculations based on these values show that the sensor exhibits
an overall frequency shift of 18 MHz for a change of 48 in the dielectric constant.

Comparing the results obtained with the calibrated and uncalibrated sensor from Figs. 4-
18 and 4-19, it is observed that the matching of the reference and the measurement path
is increased by 10 dB, indicated by the lower notch power level. This is increasing the
potential resolution achievable with the presented approach. The design was adapted to
test this phase calibration approach by introducing a commercial phase shifter, which can
be tuned continuously by changing an analog voltage. Another change that has been made
concerns the sensor line itself. In [76], the sensitivity of line sensors based on their field
distribution when screening a sample under test, has been investigated with the result, that
a coplanar wave guide shows the highest sensitivity against dielectric changes in the cover
material. This is stemming from the fact that for a CPW line, the field penetrates a higher
volume of the investigated sample. The PCB that was designed to confirm that effect is
depicted in Fig. 4-21. The layout of the passive components is identical to the initial
version. Changes compared to the previous PCB are that sensing lines are implemented
as CPW lines and the Hittite phase shifters featuring operational frequencies from 2-
20 GHz and an insertion loss of 4 dB. Furthermore, continuous phase tuning up to 180° is
enabled. The sensor was measured and the phase shifters have been adjusted to achieve
optimum path matching of the reference and measurement path, which is reflected in the
minimum S 21 notch. The result for that state is depicted in Fig. 4-22. It shows that the
minimum S 21 notch is now shifted down to power levels of below −100 dB. This was
achieved by tuning the S 21 center frequency to higher values, where the amplitudes of
both paths, upper and lower arm of the hybrid ring coupler, are equal hence leading to
lower possible S 21 levels as explained in section 3.4. Comparing the center frequency of
minimum transmission to the value obtained from S 21 simulations displayed in Fig. 4-7,
it is observed that the simulated value is exactly hit with the experimental setup. The
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Figure 4-21: Improved Sensor PCB with phase shifters and CPW sensing lines.

insertion of phase shifters does not affect the hybrid ring coupler’s performance, meaning
that the position of the absolute minimum in the frequency band stays the same. The phase
shifters enable tuning the interferometer to that particular point to exploit the highest Q
and minimum S21 available from the given hybrid ring coupler. The minimum position
of 7.5 GHz was simulated and the measured value is 7.4 GHz, which is a difference of
1.3 %. The measurements with the PCB depicted in Fig. 4-21 showed that the Q-factor
of the interferometer could be improved tremendously. The quality factor of S 21 in Fig.
4-21 is about 15 000. Without phase shifters, a Q of maximum 500 could be achieved.

Figure 4-22: S-parameter measurements of the improved interferometer PCB.
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4.4 Summary

This chapter demonstrated that with the help of microstrip line sensors, dielectric samples
can be efficiently characterized by combining the microstrip sensing approach discussed
in section 2.4 and the interferometer read-out concept. The passive microwave circuits
were developed in several iterations starting from line characteristics obtained analytically
using ADS LineCalc. Optimization procedures based on EM simulations were applied re-
sulting in passive microwave circuits and finally in a microwave interferometer working
around 7 GHz. The design was implemented on an RF Rogers 3003 material to proof
the theoretical investigations from previous chapters experimentally. For that purpose,
experiments with a yeast culture confined in a microfluidic channel were performed to
investigate a sample fluid with varying dielectric properties over time. For further investi-
gations of the interferometer, calibration liquids were applied. S-parameter measurements
could demonstrate the sensor’s response to different dielectric samples. The symmetrical
transmission behavior of the reference and the measurement microstrip lines could be im-
proved by more than 10 dB using the proposed phase-tuning method by covering a distinct
length of the microstrip with a dielectric overlay. This is improving the potential resolu-
tion depending on the read-out method. A second approach for sensitivity enhancement
was presented, where the path length difference of the sensing and the measurement path
was compensated by tapering a part of the line. Using that technique, the propagation of
both the reference and the measurement path could be equalized in terms of amplitude,
resulting in a much steeper overall S 21 notch.

To provide continuous tuning of the microstrip phase, a third approach using Hittite phase
shifters was implemented and measured. A minimum S 21 below −100 dB was experi-
mentally recorded. Additionally, the simulated and calculated result, that a much lower
absolute minimum can be achieved for a frequency close to the center frequency, was
confirmed by measurements. At that particular frequency, both branches of the hybrid
ring coupler feature the same insertion loss so that a perfect matching of reference and
measurement path leads to the very deep notch level. Further simulations could show that
the sensor sensitivity is inherently increased by scaling the circuitry to higher frequencies
of operation. The collective results demonstrated in this chapter are motivating the im-
plementation of millimeter-wave interferometers featuring phase calibration for dielectric
characterization of biomedical samples. The design and testing of an on-chip interfer-
ometer will be presented in chapter 6. Before, further investigations of dielectric sample
characterization at very high frequencies in the millimeter-wave range up to terahertz sig-
nals will be presented in chapter 5.
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5 Millimeter-Wave Permittivity Measurements

In biomedical applications, the dimensions of the developed systems are usually crucial
and miniaturization is highly desired. From an IC design point of view, the dimensions
can be reduced by scaling the structure using higher frequencies within the millimeter-
wave band, since most of the passive circuits’ dimensions are depending on the wave-
length. The problem of using high frequency signals is the increased attenuation and
decreased penetration depth into liquid samples [75, 92, 93] so that the advantage or ap-
plicability of millimeter-waves to screen bio samples needs to be thoroughly investigated.
Before starting a high frequency design, further investigations using existing laboratory
equipment are conducted to obtain a proof of concept and investigate the theoretical po-
tential of the high frequency bands. Using a continuous wave terahertz interferometer
from Toptica [94], which is based on the interferometer principle, it is possible to gener-
ate signals at frequencies between 60 GHz and 1800 GHz. These are transmitted through
MUTs. The interferometer device enables observing the signal attenuation and phase
of both, reflected and transmitted waves. Section 5.1 discusses the theory of dispersion
of bio-material. Afterwards, the principle function of the interferometer is presented in
section 5.2. Experiments for proof of concept have been conducted and will be demon-
strated in section 5.3. In section 5.4, processes at 120 GHz are explored with an on-chip
biosensor. Section 5.5 gives conclusions and finally, section 5.6 sums up this chapter.

5.1 Theory

Considering the target applications mentioned in chapter 1 for the circuits addressed in
this thesis, it is very important to investigate the dielectric behavior of water, since water is
the main ingredient in bio materials of interest. The permittivity of water shows dispersive
behavior over frequency that has been vastly studied in literature [95–97]. The most com-
mon model to describe this effect is the Cole-Cole plot [98,99]. It is an extended model of
the Debye dispersion. Investigations on the accuracy of this model can be found [62,100]
in literature. Results attest for a high accuracy of the model showing low deviations from
measured permittivity. The equations describing the complex dielectric constant, split
into the real and imaginary part as follows:

ε′ = ε∞ + (εS − ε∞)
1 + (ωτ)(1−α) sin(απ/2)

1 + 2(ωτ)(1−α) sin(απ/2) + (ωτ)2(1−α) (5-1)

and

ε′′ =
(εS − ε∞)(ωτ)(1−α) cos(απ/2)

1 + 2(ωτ)(1−α) sin(απ/2) + (ωτ)2(1−α) (5-2)

Here, εS is the static dielectric constant, ε∞ the dielectric constant for very high frequen-
cies where molecules can not follow an external electrical field anymore and no energy
is dissipated inside the dielectric anymore. The exponent parameter α with a value range
from 0 to 1, is a fitting parameter for different spectral shapes. When α is zero, the
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Figure 5-1: Cole-Cole plot: Real and imaginary part of water permittivity.

Cole-Cole equations reduce to the Debye model. ω is the angular frequency and τ a time
constant representing the relaxation. Identifying the required parameters from literature,
the equation was applied to obtain the graph in Fig. 5-1. The static dielectric constant of
water was studied by Malmberg and Maryott [101] for different temperatures. The plot in
5-1 is valid for a temperature of 25° resulting in a static dielectric constant of 78.3. The
best fitting parameter α = 0.014 was obtained from [62]. Fig. 5-1 shows that the imagi-
nary part of the dielectric constant reaches a maximum around 20 GHz, meaning that the
highest dielectric losses are occurring for signals at that frequency. The real part is mono-
tonically decreasing with frequency. One advantage of operating at very high frequencies
is that the material characteristics become more stable and the dispersion is reaching the
high frequency permittivity limit.

Since one objective of this thesis is the characterization of cultivation stadiums based on
the cell number in a certain carrier solution, the contribution of cells to the overall per-
mittivity of a liquid is studied and modeled. The methodology starts with the calculation
of the permittivity of single cells based on a two-shell model [102–104]. The parame-
ter values needed for the two-shell model including shell capacitance and conductivity
of the cytoplasmic membrane for yeast cells, was obtained from [105]. The dispersion
of that permittivity is again modeled using a Cole-Cole estimation. The static dielectric
constant of glucose solutions, relevant for the yeast experiments that will be discussed in
this chapter, are close to the value of pure water [106]. Based on research published by
Maxwell [107] and Wagner [26], the permittivity of a binary mixture containing spherical
elements, in this case yeast cells, is calculated using the following equation:

εsus = εc
(1 + 2CV)εy + 2(1 −CV)εc

(1 −CV)εy + (2 + 2CV)εc
(5-3)

In (5-3), εc is the permittivity of the carrier liquid, εy the one of yeast and CV denotes
the volume concentration of yeast inside the carrier liquid, which is here a glucose water
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(a) Dielectric constant of 20% glucose suspen-
sion and its ingredients.

(b) Relative impact of yeast onto overall dielec-
tric constant.

Figure 5-2: Calculated dielectric properties of yeast glucose suspensions.

solution. All permittivity parameters are complex, frequency dependent values, in or-
der to calculate both the permittivity over frequency and the theoretical relative impact
of cells onto the overall permittivity from those results. Fig. 5-2 depicts two figures,
one displaying the dielectric constants of a 20 % yeast glucose suspension and the other
showing the impact of a 20 % solution of yeast in glucose derived by applying the ex-
plained procedure. It is demonstrated that the relative impact of the cells is increased with
frequency. Along with potentially ultra compact integrated devices, this motivates the
implementation of cell counters at millimeter-wave frequencies. Further experiments will
be presented within this chapter to confirm that theory. The band 121 GHz-122 GHz is
of particular interest, since it is one of the industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) bands,
reserved internationally for applications which are not associated with telecommunica-
tion.

5.2 Continuous-Wave Interferometer

The basic principle of the interferometer is depicted in Fig. 5-3. The source of it is a twin
distributed feedback laser (DFB), tunable by temperature manipulation. The laser sources
exhibit a center wavelength of 855 nm and a maximum output power of 130 mW. The
wavelength of the beam generated by the device is depending on the temperature almost
linearly. The two laser sources are tuned independently to intentionally create a frequency
offset between the two signals. Accurate frequency tuning of each laser is achieved by
combining 855 nm DFB diode technology and precise interferometric frequency control
using a low- finesse Fabry–Pérot etalon in a feedback loop to stabilize the laser frequency.
This allows to precisely adjust frequency values within the diode’s tuning range, with high
resolution of about 1 MHz [108]. The signals of both lasers are superimposed by fiber-
optic beam combination, split up equally and fed to one receiving and another transmitting
photomixer. The devices are consisting of low temperature grown (LTG) GaAs finger
photomixers on a 350 µm semi-insulating GaAs substrate, a 100 nm GaAs buffer layer,
and a 400 nm Al0.4Ga0.6As layer [108]. The mixer is providing a signal at its output
exhibiting a frequency that is the difference of the two laser signals. It radiates by using a
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Figure 5-3: Continuous wave terahertz interferometer principle [94].

log-periodic antenna coupling the terahertz signal into free space applying a silicon lens.
It is followed by a parabolic mirror with a focal length of 75 mm collimating the emitted
terahertz beam. Signal routing is accomplished using polarization-maintaining (PM). The
two photomixers are part of the interferometer, that is used to redirect the beam following
a certain trajectory leading from the transmitter to the receiver. For high precision signal
detection, a lock-in technique is applied, where the signal is modulated at the transmitter
and demodulated at the receiver, using a lock-in amplifier. This allows to detect signals
even at high noise levels [109]. The measured parameter is the output photo current of
the receiving photo mixer. It can be described by the following equation:

IPH ∝ ET Hz cos ∆ϕ = ET Hz cos (2π∆L f /c) (5-4)

ET Hz is the amplitude of the terahertz electric field, f the terahertz frequency, c the speed
of light in vacuum and ∆L the path difference between transmitted and received signal of
the interferometer, resulting in a phase shift ∆ϕ. The path difference can be expressed as
follows:

∆L = LS + LT Hz − LD (5-5)

It is the difference between the optical path LD traveled by the laser beat to the detec-
tor, on the one hand, and the optical path LS of the laser beat to the terahertz source
plus the terahertz path LT Hz from the source to the detector, on the other. [94] provides
a detailed description. The two parameters obtained by these measurements giving in-
formation about materials that are penetrated by the terahertz beam, are the amplitude
of the photocurrent and the interference pattern. To clarify the relevant parameters, Fig
5-4 shows an example of a measured photocurrent presented in [94]. Both amplitude and
phase information can be derived. The period ∆ν of the interference pattern depends on
the optical path difference ∆L. In the presented example ∆ν = 1.5 GHz and ∆L = 0.2 m.
The water absorption line around 557 GHz suppresses the terahertz signal, which is also
reflected in the measured photocurrent depicted in Fig. 5-4. The amplitude carries in-
formation about the attenuation caused by loss mechanisms inside the material. It can be
obtained by calculating the envelope of the measured photocurrent.
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Figure 5-4: Example terahertz photocurrent with and without lactose sample [94].

The optical path difference determines the interference pattern and the maximums are
equally spaced in frequency with the order m for a constant phase velocity according to
the following equation:

νmax,m = m
c

∆L
(5-6)

When a material under investigation is inserted into the terahertz beam, the electrical
path length is changed, effecting ∆L. Hence, the refractive index of the material can
be extracted by evaluating the interference pattern, comparing it to a reference material,
which is usually air. This requires the exact knowledge of the interferometer geometry
and dimensions. The following equation expresses the described relations:

(n − nair)d = (
ν

re f
max,m

ν
sample
max,m

− 1)∆Lre f (5-7)

In the equation, d is the sample thickness, νre f
max,m and νsample

max,m are the respective frequencies
of the maximums of order m of the reference and the sample obtained by measurements.
n is the refractive index.

To fully characterize the sample under test, it is also necessary to measure the transmis-
sion, compare it to a reference and calculate the amount of energy absorbed by the re-
spective material. Comparing the envelope of two measurements, sample and reference,
the transmittance is obtained by applying the following equation:

T =
I sample

ph

Ire f
ph

(5-8)

It is utilized for experimental determination of the attenuation of a material under test
by comparing the measured photo current with and without sample. The following de-
ductions shall illustrate the method of permittivity calculation based on the measured
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refractive index and the transmittance. When the transmittance and the refractive index
are known by measurements and calculations presented previously in this section, the
following set of equations is fully determined and is employable to attain the complex
dielectric constant as follows:

T =
(1 − R)2 exp(−αd)

1 − R exp(−αd)2 + 4R exp(−αd)sin2(nωc/d)
(5-9)

Here, the absorption α is defined as follows:

α = 2kω/c (5-10)

The reflectance R can be calculated to be:

R =
(n − 1)2 + k2

(n + 1)2 + k2 (5-11)

Equations (5-9), (5-10) and (5-11) are providing the basis for calculating the extinction
coefficient k. Along with the determined refractive index, ε1 and ε2 are obtained with the
following relations.

ε′ = n2 − k2 (5-12)

ε′′ = 2nk (5-13)

The precision and feasibility of that procedure, along with the results, were evaluated
in [94] for the example of α-lactose monohydrate. The following section presents the
experiments relevant to this work that have been pursued with the interferometer.

5.3 CW Experiments

One of the target applications of the electrical interferometers designed in this thesis is
the characterization of the cultivation stadium of microorganisms. The increased number
of cells in a culture sample is reflected by the average permittivity of the medium and can
thus be detected by radio frequency and terahertz spectroscopy. The following investi-
gations were conducted to study the feasibility of permittivity indicated culture stadium
analysis.

5.3.1 Experimental Setup

The main element in the experimental setup is the Toptica continuous wave interferom-
eter, see Fig. 5-5 for a picture of the interferometer device. The challenge was to bring
the sample under investigation into the terahertz beam and allow it to transmit through.
The opening at the bottom in Fig. 5-5 is the access point, where samples can be inserted.
Stemming from the method presented in [110], where the samples are stored and pro-
cessed in PTFE pipes, a 1.5 mm in diameter PTFE tube was chosen to contain the liquid
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Figure 5-5: Picture of the continuous wave interferometer.

sample. As a test case, different kinds of baker’s yeast have been chosen, making cell
growth procedures easy and handling convenient. A sample holder for this tube was con-
structed. It is depicted in Fig. 5-6. It fits the interferometer opening depicted in Fig. 5-5.
Along with the components described in 5.3.1 it was used for millimeter-wave to terahertz
measurements. The results are presented in the following section.

5.3.2 Measurement Results

First measurement results, displayed in Fig. 5-7, show the phase versus time of cultivation
of a sample yeast culture for 3 chosen frequencies. The measured characteristics deviate

Figure 5-6: Sample holder for PTFE tubes, mountable on an optical board.
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Figure 5-7: Signal phase versus cultivation time.

from the expected behavior, since a higher frequency should inherently show a higher
phase change with permittivity variation. When the reference sample for phase determi-
nation is chosen to be air, the expected dependency of the phase frequency correlation is
calculated as follows:

∆ϕ = ϕS − ϕre f = f
din

c
(
√
εs − √εre f ) (5-14)

It describes the phase change ∆ϕ with respect to the sample length din and the relative
permittivities of the reference medium εre f , usually air, and the MUT εs. c is the speed
of light in vacuum and f the frequency. Fig. 5-8 shows the relevant parameters for
(5-14). The parameter α denotes the attenuation constant for the respective material,
β the phase constant and λ the phase length inside the medium. The dimensions are
given by dTube, the wall thickness of the tube and the inner diameter din. According to

Figure 5-8: Propagation scenario for a sample in the terahertz beam.
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(5-14), the impact on the phase should be proportional to the frequency of operation, when
dispersion is neglected. The conclusion that is drawn from these investigations is that a
major part of the radiated energy is passing by the sample under investigation through
the wall of the PTFE tube, leaving the influence of the sample significantly reduced.
Figure 5-8 sketches the discussed scenario. The dielectric properties of the PTFE wall
remain constant over frequency, so that a simple unwanted offset is added decreasing
the sensitivity. Losses caused by the liquid inside the tube are increased with frequency,
enforcing that effect further. Measurements showed that the phase progression monitored
with the interferometer was decreased for an increase in frequency, as depicted in Fig.
5-7. To avoid that issue, an aperture was applied, to allow only transmission through the
sample and reflect all other radiation besides the sample. Its dimensions and shape is
illustrated in Fig. 5-9. The subsequent results have been obtained with the discussed

Figure 5-9: Aperture for shielding the PTFE wall.

experimental setup.

After propagating through the sample, the signal is detected by a photomixer and a lock-
in detector so that the measured parameter is a photo current. Fig. 5-10 presents the
measured envelope of the output photo current for different samples: tetradecane, glucose,
air and a yeast glucose suspension after 16 h of cultivation. The highest transmission was
detected for the samples tetradecane and air. This was expected, since they feature the

Figure 5-10: Envelope of the photo current obtained with the terahertz interferometer.
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Figure 5-11: Raw data of the photo current obtained with the terahertz interferometer.

lowest dielectric losses compared to aqueous solutions. The results confirm again the
assumption that a major part of the radiated power was transmitted through the teflon
walls before mounting the aperture since the maximum photocurrent of approximately
30 nA has decreased to 30 % compared to measurements without. Fig. 5-10 clarifies that
glucose and yeast can be reliably differentiated from air and tetradecane. However, the
evaluation of the amplitude does not allow differentiating between glucose and yeast, the
most relevant components in our sample. The results indicate that the dielectric loss in
suspensions of glucose and yeast cells does not change significantly based on the cell
number so that the imaginary part of the dielectric sample is changed only slightly. The
results were evaluated further to experiment on the real part of the liquids under test, in
particular yeast cultures in different stadiums of cultivation. It requires the signal phase
to be extracted from the measurement results. The photo current for a yeast-glucose
suspension for 3 and 14 hours cultivation time is depicted in Fig. 5-11. The phase has
been extracted from those measurement results and Fig. 5-12 shows the phase change
of the photo current versus cultivation time. It was derived from the zero-crossings of
the signal depicted in Fig. 5-11. One can see that a phase difference of almost 35°
is reached after 14 h cultivation time, allowing a reliable characterization of cultivation
progression.

Further evaluation of conducted experiments revealed that a high sensitivity at frequencies
beyond 100 GHz of ∆ϕ/tc = 2.6 °/h is possible to achieve. Along with the advantage
of potentially compact sensor structures, this makes an exploitation of those particular
frequencies highly attractive for bio sensing applications. Furthermore, in terms of license
issues and frequency regulations, ISM bands are very attractive for sensing applications at
millimeter-wave frequencies. The following section presents experiments in the 120 GHz
ISM band.
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Figure 5-12: Phase of the photo current extracted from zero crossings in the frequency
domain.

5.4 Investigation of 120 GHz Dielectric Measurements

Further experiments to explore specifically the band around 120 GHz were conducted
with an on-chip dielectric sensing system using a transducer structure for dielectric mea-
surements. The design of the transducer IC was not part of this thesis. The following
sections present the experimental setup and the obtained measurement results

5.4.1 Experimental Setup

The passive sensor element is a coplanar stripline (CPS) bandpass filter [111] consist-
ing of a combination of short-ended T-stubs placed inside a CPS transmission line. The
high quality factor of this bandpass filter is achieved by the combined effects of using
edge-coupled lines and removing the substrate beneath the transducer by silicon back-
side etching. The latter eliminates the loss contributions caused by substrate beneath the
lines. At the edges of the design, some energy is still coupled to the remaining substrate
around the device so that fringing effects are still present. Still, the overall effect of sub-
strate loss is significantly reduced, which is reflected in the Q-factor. The silicon substrate
beneath the transducer was etched to form a rectangular shaped hole up to the dielectric
layer beneath the metal stack. The dimensions of the filter, line width and spacing, are
designed for optimum transfer characteristics considering quasi TEM mode waves and
to achieve a differential impedance of 100 Ω. Fig. 5-13 shows a photo of the resulting
layout.

For on-chip characterization of dielectric samples, the following setup was applied. The
sensor chip, sketched in Fig. 5-14, contains a 120 GHz push-push VCO with a buffer,
the 120 GHz transducer, and a square law power detector. The oscillator core of the
VCO consists of two sub-oscillators in common-collector topology [112]. The 120 GHz
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Figure 5-13: Photograph of the single-ended 120 GHz transducer chip. [16].

Figure 5-14: Schematic of 120 GHz biosensor [16].

signal of the VCO is fed to the transducer using transformer coupling and a buffer stage,
providing the required matching to the transducer. The tuning of the VCO ranges from
117 GHz to 127 GHz. The output power of the transducer is sampled using the power
detector, which provides a DC output proportional to the differential output signal power
of the transducer. The power detector input is matched to the transducer using microstrip
line segments. Fig. 5-13 shows the chip photo of the CPS transducer including pads
for single-ended S-parameter measurements. Fig. 5-14 presents the schematic of the
120 GHz biosensor. To enable external PLL stabilizing, an on-chip 1/32 frequency divider
for the fundamental signal of the VCO is integrated and the divided signal is routed to
output pads. The results obtained using the described architecture will be discussed in
section 5.4.2.

Additional experiments with the transducer chip have been conducted as part of this thesis
to investigate the permittivity related transfer function of the chip. To confine the test
liquids, a quartz capillary was chosen with an ultra thin wall of approximately 10 µm and
an inner diameter of 500 µm. The capillaries were positioned on top of the chip and the
thin walls allow for the samples to be in close proximity to the sensor. Fig. 5-15a depicts
the explained setting and Fig. 5-15b displays a zoom in on the capillary on top of the chip.
The figure displays three dies mounted on a PCB. Two of them carry a capillary and one
doesn’t. The chip without a capillary is serving as a reference, the next one has an empty
capillary on top, also serving as a second reference and the third chip is intended for
permittivity measurements of liquids. The capillary is attached to a PTFE tube, which is
part of a microfluidic system, for example the segmented flow system presented in [110].
Both of the chip sets presented in this section have been used for permittivity detection
using dielectric samples. The results are presented in the following.
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(a) Photograph of chips with quartz capillaries. (b) Zoom.

Figure 5-15: 120 GHz transducer experiments.

Figure 5-16: S-parameter measurements of 120 GHz biosensor [16].

5.4.2 Experimental Results

The S-parameters obtained from the transducer chip and conducted by Schmalz et alius
[16] are displayed in Fig. 5-16. On-wafer measurements are compared to FEM simulation
results, which demonstrate the effect of removing the silicon substrate using localized
back side etching (LBE) available in the manufacturing technology. Simulations depicted
in 5-16 proof the intended increase in the quality factor of the transducer. On-wafer
measurements showed that the center frequency of the device is at 130 GHz, hence, close
to the simulated value of 120 GHz. The measured quality factor is 11.

The transducer chip was applied for investigation of yeast glucose solutions in a microflu-
idic channel, the setup depicted in Fig. 5-15. The measurements were performed on a
probe station using RF probes to contact the pads displayed in Fig. 5-15b. The yeast
culture was started by leaven yeast with the glucose carrier solution. After two hours, a
sample was sucked into the microfluidic channel on top of the bio sensor. S-parameter
measurements have been performed every 60 minutes over 22 hours. Fig. 5-17 shows the
transmission S 21 for three different cultivation stadiums. The center frequency of trans-
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Figure 5-17: S-parameter measurements with the transducer and yeast glucose solution.

mission is shifted from 124.05 GHz to 124.98 GHz within 22 hours of cultivation. This
shift of 930 MHz is not happening linearly over time, since the cultivation progress is
traversing different phases. To investigate this behavior, S-parameters for several cultiva-
tion times have been recorded and evaluated. Fig. 5-18 shows a zoom on the right falling
edge of S 21. Those results show the mentioned characteristics, saying that the cultivation
process saturates after a particular duration. It is reflected in the lower frequency shift for
cultivation durations towards the end of the experiment. The center frequency was ex-
tracted from the measured S-parameters. The results are depicted in Fig. 5-19. The graph

Figure 5-18: S-parameter measurements with transducer and yeast glucose solution
zoomed in.
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Figure 5-19: Center frequency versus cultivation time extracted from S-parameters.

clearly points out that saturation effect. The different cultivation phases have been studied
in [113] confirming the qualitative shape observed by millimeter-wave monitoring.

Knowing the performance of the standalone transducer is important for evaluating the
measurement results obtained with the on-chip power detector. Results measured with
the chip set depicted in 5-14, are displayed in Fig. 5-20. The presented measurements
compare the system response with an attached dielectric sample to the empty sensor re-
sponse. Fig. 5-20 shows the detector signal versus the tuning voltage of the VCO and the
VCO frequency as a function of the tuning voltage. The impact of the dielectric sample
is reflected in a change of the detector signal which is approximately 80 mV at the higher
end of the tuning range. This result demonstrates that the fields generated by integrated

Figure 5-20: Detector output versus tuning voltage, and the VCO frequency versus tuning
voltage of the 120 GHz biosensor [16].
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planar filter structures exhibit a penetration depth into dielectric materials that is suffi-
ciently high to detect and characterize small volumes of samples with high selectivity and
sensitivity even at 120 GHz.

5.5 Conclusion

The review of different permittivity characterization methods showed that these are all
able to identify the dielectric sample without contact or labels of any kind. The common
objective of those methods is the high frequency of operation in the millimeter-wave range
or higher. The presented experiments prove that permittivity measurements are suitable at
very high frequencies and that the penetration depth is sufficiently high for screening di-
electric samples under investigation. One important takeaway is that the phase of a signal
screening the respective samples is also a very relevant parameter for monitoring changes
in cell solutions in terms of cell number but also for detecting other dielectric samples of
interest. The experiments along with the theoretical studies presented lead to the conclu-
sion that a 120 GHz phase sensitive device is the method of choice for permittivity based
bio material characterization. The design will be presented in chapter 6.

5.6 Summary

This chapter discussed the application of high frequencies in the millimeter-wave range
for characterization of bio material. At first, a theoretical inspection of the processes
in the addressed substances was conducted. By combination of different mathematical
models provided by the cited publications, a method was developed identifying rele-
vant parameters to perform cultivation monitoring at high frequencies. Investigations
have been presented using a continuous wave interferometer to execute experiments from
millimeter-wave to terahertz frequencies. These measurements showed that the CW sys-
tem detects a phase change of approximately ∆ϕ/tc = 2.6 °/h for a particular yeast culture
as the MUT. This result has been confirmed for several frequencies, three of which are
reported in Fig. 5-12. Furthermore, those investigations showed that, using the presented
technique, a characterization of yeast cell cultivation can be accomplished by sensing the
signal phase, which is related to the real part of the permittivity. A discussion of the
mathematical theory dealing with transmission and reflection based permittivity detec-
tion described the relation between the measured parameters and the correlated refractive
index and extinction coefficient. Additional confirmation to particularly address frequen-
cies in the ISM band allocated at 120 GHz was achieved by applying on-chip systems
for material screening of two different samples: a yeast culture inside a quartz capillary
and a second dielectric sample directly placed on the surface of the CPS sensor. The pre-
sented measurement results showed the intended shift in the center frequency according
to simulations and evaluation of the implemented models.
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6 Millimeter-Wave Interferometer

The strategy pursued in this thesis to develop a miniaturized dielectric sensor consists of
the implementation of an interferometer at very high frequencies in the millimeter-wave
domain. Along with the scaling of circuits to smaller dimensions, this entails several
other advantages, as explained in chapter 5. Still, the implementation of circuits at such
high frequencies poses challenging demands to the fabrication technology. The chosen
130 nm SiGe BiCMOS process is well suited to meet those demands, as detailed in chap-
ter 1. In chapter 4 it was demonstrated, that the sensor topology can be realized using
microstrip lines and additional passive circuit components to establish the interferometer
operation. To obtain reasonable sized passive circuits rendering the implementation of an
interferometer on chip feasible, the operational frequency was allocated around 120 GHz.
This frequency constitutes a tradeoff between circuit dimensions, penetration depth into
MUTs and design complexity. The interferometer can be improved by inserting the func-
tion of phase manipulation to calibrate the device. This was discussed in section 4.2 and
experimentally proven. The following sections will point out additional advantages of
using phase-altering techniques within the interferometer which are practicable at high
frequencies using integrated, controllable circuits. The remaining part of this chapter is
arranged as follows: Section 6.1 details the function of the interferometer system intended
for integration on chip. At first, the basic components are briefly described followed by
the detailed explanation of the available operation modes featured by the resulting chip
set. Section 6.2 outlines technological parameters of the SiGe technology, the foundation
of the developed hardware. The single circuits, their functionality and development is
presented in section 6.3. The experimental setup that was utilized to obtain the measure-
ment results presented in section 6.5 is demonstrated in section 6.4. Finally, section 6.6
summarizes the development and specification of the integrated millimeter-wave interfer-
ometer.

6.1 Concept

The concept presented here is based on the parallel sensing approach described in section
2.4 using two microstrip lines. The MUT is placed on top of one microstrip, resulting
in the sensing setup explained in section 2.4 and sketched in Fig. 2-15. The second
microstrip line remains unmodified, serving as a reference. The phase and amplitude dif-
ferences between a signal conducted by a covered microstrip compared to a not covered
one carries information about the effective dielectric constant of the resulting microstrip
line. The effective dielectric constant is depending on, among other geometrical param-
eters, the sample material on top of the microstrip. In section 2.4 it was discussed that
the real part of the permittivity of a sample can be obtained from phase characterization
of microstrip line signals. These relations are exploited in an electrical interferometer as
described in chapter 4. Realizing the interferometer concept on chip renders integration
of several other features feasible.

The components building the system are schematically displayed in Fig. 6-1. The signal
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Figure 6-1: Concept of the electrical interferometer: On-chip components.

source is a VCO, consisting of two sub-oscillators in common-collector topology and
was presented in [112]. The 120 GHz signal from the VCO is fed to a buffer circuit
and subsequently to a Wilkinson power splitter to provide two equal radio frequency
signals. The following transmission lines are realized as slow wave structures used to
provide the feature of phase manipulation. Each line is adjustable linearly in phase and
provides 256 states exhibiting a particular phase shift. The detailed function of the SWTL
is discussed in section 6.3.3. Each SWTL leads to a simple microstrip line, one as sensing
element and on the other branch as reference element. The propagated wave of the sensing
line is affected by the MUT permittivity resulting in a phase and an amplitude difference
of the two signals as explained in section 2.4. The hybrid ring coupler that follows,
translates that phase difference into a frequency shift of the transfer function minimum,
as explained in section 3.3. The output power of the hybrid ring coupler is amplified by a
low noise amplifier (LNA) and a power detector transforms that power into a DC voltage
value. The amplifier is implemented as an LNA because very small power levels must be
detected and distinguished from the present noise floor. The signal source, the LNA and
the power detector could be reused from previous designs and matched to the remaining
components. The design of those components was not part of this thesis.

The general idea behind the setup illustrated in Fig. 6-1 can be explained with the help of
simulation results, taking the core components of the interferometer into account. These
are the Wilkinson divider, the SWTL, the microstrip sensing lines and the hybrid ring
coupler. In that constellation, the transfer function resembles a notch filter’s S 21 shape
with a center frequency tunable by phase manipulation. This is demonstrated by the
simulation results depicted in Fig. 6-2. The transfer function is displayed for four different
cases, starting from the initial point for an unloaded sensor represented by the black curve
with a center frequency at 120 GHz. A sample that is placed on the sensing line, can have
two effects. Either it is simply altering the propagation phase of the sensing line, so that
the S 21 center frequency is shifted leading to the blue curve. In that case, the power level
change accompanying the frequency shift is simply evoked by the frequency dependent
characteristics of the hybrid ring coupler. Or, on second account, it changes both, the
propagation phase and attenuation of the microstrip line, which is represented by the
green curve. The attenuation difference between sensing and reference line additionally
elevates the S 21 transfer function to higher power levels. In that case, circumstances are
more complex, since the attenuation also influences the phase frequency relation, what
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Figure 6-2: Simulated transmission S 21 of the interferometer.

was investigated and demonstrated in section 3.3. This leads to slightly different center
frequencies of the blue and the green curve even though the phase shift is the same for
both cases.

A solution for that issue is to equip the interferometer with phase shifters. The reference
line’s phase is adjusted to push back the transfer function to its original center frequency
of 120 GHz. The described case is also illustrated in Fig. 6-2, the red curve. In this state,
both phase shifts are the same, the one evoked by a sample and the one adjusted using
the phase shifter. Still, the attenuation difference remains visible, reflected by the power
level difference of the red and the black curve. Despite the fact that attenuation effects the
amount of frequency shift that is caused by a certain phase shift evoked by a sample on
top of the sensing line, it doesn’t effect the phase amount necessary to restore the initial
center frequency. This owes to the circumstance that the attenuation can’t manipulate the
frequency shift directly. It simply can change the intensity of the frequency shift evoked
by a phase shift on the sensing line. This is a powerful strategy for determining phase
shifts without the impact of attenuation interfering the results. The compensation of the
phase has the advantage, that no simulation or other models are needed to map phase and
frequency shift. The phase is determined by balancing reference and measurement mi-
crostrip line. When a sample exhibits a significant conductivity, rendering the attenuation
effect relevant to some extent, the attenuation can be extracted from the power level dif-
ference remaining after phase compensation (red and black curve in Fig. 6-2). However,
this requires the utilization of models to relate the changed line attenuation to the overall
power level shift of the S 21 transfer function.

To investigate the impact of attenuation in the measurement path caused by the MUT,
further simulations have been carried out. The phase shift was adjusted to a constant value
and the attenuation was swept. Figure 6-3 displays the results for an exemplary phase shift
of 2° in a linear scale and in dB. Attenuation caused by the sample is labled ∆α since the
remaining parts of the measurement path ideally are identical to the reference path and
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(a) S 21 minimum power level shift at 120 GHz. (b) S 21 minimum power level shift in dB.

Figure 6-3: Simulated effect of attenuation differences on the transmission S 21.

thus exhibit the same insertion loss. The x-axis is in dB for both figures. From Fig. 6-3a
it becomes clear that a logarithmic change of the attenuation causes a linear change in
the power level of the S 21 notch. Figure 6-3b shows the same results in dB. Using this
relation obtained from a circuit model, it is possible to estimate the attenuation evoked by
an MUT from the interferometer transfer function S 21. However, results strongly depend
on the model accuracy.

Experiments presented in section 5.3 showed that the phase is a well suited indicator
to learn about the composition of a sample of interest. Hence, in target applications, it
is suitable to rely on the accurate phase compensation technique rather than estimations
derived with the help of models.

The design topology provides a high flexibility in terms of operation modes. Three modes
are considered in this thesis and will be described in the following:

1. In the first mode discussed here, a frequency sweep is carried out, where the VCO
is tuned by an external PLL within the boundaries of its tuning range, to obtain the
frequency response of the interferometer. The center frequency can be extracted
from the results. When placing an MUT on top of the sensing line, the center fre-
quency is shifted to higher or lower frequencies. In the discussed case, the upper
microstrip line displayed in Fig. 6-1 is exposed to the MUT and the lower line re-
mains free and serves as the reference. Since the reference medium is air, the MUT
permittivity is higher than the one of the reference medium. According to equation
(3-7) derived in section 3.3 that means a sample can only shift the center frequency
up in the spectrum. The transmission versus frequency is recorded and post pro-
cessing is applied to extract the center frequency from the obtained data. Together
with either an analytical model or an EM based model, the center frequency can be
related to the phase shift, evoked by the MUT. The real part of the permittivity is
extracted from the phase as explained in section 2.4. If required, the imaginary part
can subsequently be derived taking the notch power level into account.

2. The second mode is operating the interferometer at a single, fixed frequency. This
produces a single voltage value at the output of the power detector for a singular
sample. This procedure requires an extensive parameter analysis tuning the phase
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and recording the interferometers frequency response in advance to set up a look-up
table. The knowledge about the frequency response for different phase conditions
allows to link up one frequency response from the data set with the measured output
voltage value. The center frequency and the associated phase shift can also be
derived for each frequency response in advance and stored in the look-up table,
so that the single voltage value can directly be related to the phase shift and, after
further calculations, to the sample permittivity. The extraction of the permittivity
depends on the particular channel geometry so that the exact knowledge of the
dimensions is mandatory for accurate results.

3. The third mode makes use of phase balancing while the power detector output volt-
age is monitored. The measurement procedure contains three iterative steps. At
first, the minimum output power within the interferometer’s tuning range needs to
be determined and adjusted. The initial center frequency must be stored and serves
as the reference value. Subsequently, the sensor is exposed to the sample and thus
changing the frequency response of the interferometer. Using a fixed frequency, the
original center frequency, this is indicated by an increased output voltage. As the
third step in this mode, the phase of the reference line is adjusted to restore the ini-
tial voltage, the reference value recorded in step one. A successive frequency sweep
is carried out to confirm that the original center frequency is restored. If that is not
the case, the sample features a noticeable conductivity causing attenuation. Iterative
adjustment of the phase shifters followed by frequency sweeps are now necessary
to restore the original center frequency of S 21. This assures that the phase shift on
both lines, the reference and the sensing line, are the same, so that the phase shift
stemming from the MUT is compensated for. In that state, the attenuation can be
extracted from the power level difference of the S 21 minimums of the reference, the
black curve, and of the measurements, the red curve in Fig. 6-2.

The act of balancing is similar to the impedance measurement with a Wheatstone bridge.
The digital phase state of the reference line provides direct information on the phase shift
and with that in turn, as in mode one and mode two, about the sample permittivity. This
requires the proper knowledge of the phase states that can be adjusted by the slow wave
phase shifter. Therefore, the slow wave line must also be implemented in a standalone
test structure on a chip. This will be presented in section 6.3.3. It allows to determine the
phase states of that structure experimentally and to validate the simulation models. This
mode can be implemented by performing a loop operation using an external controlling
unit determining the proper phase switching state and automated permittivity monitoring
becomes feasible [1].

A second variant of this mode further improves the accuracy of measurement results.
Both phase shifters are preadjusted to create a phase shift which is half of the maximum
phase shift the lines are capable of. When the sample is put on the sensor affecting the
signal phase, this can be compensated for on the same line, the sensing line rather than
the reference line. The error that is caused by asymmetrical propagation characteristics of
reference and sensing path, which is investigated later on in this chapter, can be avoided
by applying that method. However, the detectable range of permittivity is divided in half.
For the decision on the chosen operation mode for the presented system, the pros and cons
of the different modes are evaluated in the following discussion.

Mode 1: Pros
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• Recording the scalar transfer function |S 21| over frequency provides all the available
information: the center frequency, the quality factor and the power level in the
available tuning range

• The effect of temperature can be considered by proper evaluation of this data

• The access to the entire transfer characteristics of the device reduces the probability
of unnoticed malfunction

Cons

• Performing the frequency sweep is slow compared to capturing a single voltage
value since the external PLL needs to settle for each frequency step

• Post processing of the data is time and power consuming

• Extraction of the phase from the center frequency by comparison to EM or analyti-
cal models produces a certain error due to inaccurate models

• Combined effect of attenuation and phase changes causes evaluation error, so that
this mode is only applicable for material with a negligible imaginary dielectric con-
stant. Through calibration before measuring, measurements are also feasible for a
noticeable but fixed imaginary dielectric constant.

Mode 2: Pros

• The fastest of the three measurement procedures

• Working at a fixed frequency avoids dispersion-related errors

Cons

• Post processing of the data is time and power consuming

• Extraction of the phase from the center frequency by comparison to EM or analyti-
cal models produces a certain error due to inaccurate models

• only suitable to detect samples with a fixed imaginary part. Results are inconclusive
otherwise

Mode 3: Pros

• A minimal number of frequency sweeps is a tradeoff between accuracy and mea-
surement duration. The number depends on the attenuation altering the phase-
frequency characteristics of the interferometer.

• The calculation of the phase from a frequency shift is redundant since the phase can
directly be determined by the described compensation technique. Errors stemming
from attenuation changes are eliminated.

• After the compensation step is over, the comparison takes place at the same, original
center frequency, so that dispersion-related errors are avoided.

Cons

• Performing phase compensation takes several iterations and hence a little more time
than measuring a single value
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• The phase resolution is limited which devolves upon the phase measurement ac-
curacy and is causing error through quantization. A tradeoff between resolution
and chip complexity is done, since each phase state requires two switch circuits per
SWTL.

• The phase shift induced by the SWTL must either be measured from a test chip or
extracted from calibration measurements, where the transfer function is recorded
for all of the 256 phase shifting states. The former produces an error according to
measurement accuracy limitations and process variations from chip to chip. The
latter has the same error from inaccurate models as Mode 1 and 2.

The drawback of manufacturing fluctuations in the last operation mode can be alleviated
by calibration using fluids with a known permittivity. Ethanol water solutions can be uti-
lized to calibrate the sensor in the beginning. The permittivity can be varied by changing
the ethanol concentration in water and the corresponding voltage is stored. Still, the con-
ductivity of this type of samples is noticeable so that the attenuation is varied as well and
needs to be considered while calibrating. This procedure is beneficial and enables higher
accuracy no matter which operation mode is applied and needs to be done for each chip
before measurements.

In the following section, the SiGe BiCMOS technology utilized for circuit implementation
is presented.

6.2 130 nm SiGe BiCMOS Process

The technology for circuit implementation is a 130 nm BiCMOS SiGe:C process and is
based on technology presented in [114] and [115]. The available bipolar transistors in this
process were optimized as demonstrated in [116] leading to high speed HBTs featuring an
ft/ fmax/BVCEO of 300 GHz/500 GHz/1.65 V. The main process parameters are listed up
in table 6-1. One figure of merit to specify the performance of a process is to measure the

Parameter high-speed HBT High-voltage HBT
AE 0.12 µm2 × 0.48 µm2 0.18 µm2 × 1.02 µm2

Peak fT 300 GHz 45 GHz
Peak fmax 500 GHz 120 GHz
BVCEO 1.65 V 3.6 V
BVCBO 4.9 V 16 V
β 900 900
1.2 V core NMOS Vth 0.5 V
1.2 V core PMOS Vth 0.47 V
MIM Capacitor 1.5 fF/µm2

P+ poly resistor 250 Ω/�

Table 6-1: SG13G2 process parameters.

ring oscillator gate delay. For the chosen technology 2 ps have been demonstrated. Figure
6-4 shows the backend metal stack. The figure displays 5 thin layers (M1-M5) and two
thick layers (TM1 and TM2) with a thickness of 2 µm and 3 µm, for the implementation of
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Figure 6-4: Metal stack of the SiGe process (true to scale).

low-resistivity connections and hence high-quality passives. 130 nm gate length CMOS
devices with thin and thick gate oxide for 1.2 V and 3.3 V core voltage are available.

The mentioned parameters are crucial for design considerations for the single circuits and
components described in the following section.

6.3 Circuit Components

6.3.1 Passive Components

Two key components forming the core interferometer are the Wilkinson divider and the
hybrid ring coupler. Their design is based on a classic setup using microstrip transmission
lines. Both elements have been designed using method of moments (MOM) simulations.
The proper design procedure from analytic line width calculation to EM simulation of the
resulting overall layout was done as proposed in section 4.1 at the designated frequency
of 120 GHz. The Wilkinson divider layout is sketched in Fig. 6-5. The microstrip lines
are comprised of conductors in metal layer TM2 and a ground layer in metal M1. These
layers have, as depicted in Fig. 6-4, a distance of 9.83 µm. For that constellation, the
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Figure 6-5: Layout of the on-chip Wilkinson divider (true to scale, units in µm).

line width calculated with LineCalc and subsequently confirmed by EM simulations is
16 µm for 50 Ω lines and 8 µm for 70.71 Ω lines. The contacts for the 100 Ω on-chip
resistor that is part of the Wilkinson are positioned at the end of the λ/4-branches in Fig.
6-5. The contacts of resistors available in this technology are in metal 1 (M1) so that the
contact must be established with a via stack from top metal 2 (TM2) to metal 1. The
resistor is a P+ poly type resistor, comprising unsalicided, p-doped gate polysilicon. The
design was characterized with EM simulations leading to the results displayed in Fig. 6-6.
Those results demonstrate that the circuit is not optimized for 120 GHz operation. The
resulting center frequency of operation is much higher, in the range of 135 GHz. Since
the Wilkinson divider is a broadband element, it was decided to prefer minimum size
over optimum matching at design frequency of 120 GHz. Compared to the frequency
optimized divider it saves 30 % of space and the performance is comparable.

The hybrid ring coupler layout is depicted in Fig. 6-7. Since its function is also based
on 50 Ω and 70.71 Ω lines, the same line widths were also used here. The dimensions

Figure 6-6: EM Simulation results of the Wilkinson divider.
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Figure 6-7: Layout of the on-chip hybrid ring coupler (true to scale, units in µm).

are designated in Fig. 6-7. The basic function of this coupler type was discussed in
section 4.1. In Fig. 6-7 the input ports are the ones on the left. The port in the center
on the left side is the sum port which needs to be terminated using a 50 Ω resistor. The
port on the right is the output port. The hybrid ring coupler is the element determining
the center frequency of the complete interferometer. Hence, the dimensions needed to be
optimized using EM simulations in several iterations until the center frequency is achieved
with sufficient accuracy. The final simulation results obtained with the dimensions shown
in Fig. 6-7 are depicted in Figs. 6-8a and 6-8b. The input reflections for both input

(a) S 11, S 22 and vector sum of S 31 and S 32. (b) Transmissions S 31 and S 32.

Figure 6-8: Simulated S-parameters of the hybrid ring coupler.
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ports are lower than −22 dB at 120 GHz. The vector sum of both transmission signals
S 31 and S 32 is indicating the function in the final setup as an interferometer, since both
inputs will be excited with in-phase signals which have the same amplitude in the ideal
case. The minimum S 21 is at 119.4 GHz and has a power level of approximately −36 dB.
This value is a figure of merit for the symmetry of S 31 and S 32. Figure 6-8b shows
a plot of both transfer functions versus frequency. The graphs exhibit a certain level
difference at the center frequency. The simulated value is 0.25 dB. This difference is
deteriorating the performance of the interferometer by lowering its quality factor. The
difference is stemming from a path length difference from port 1 to port 3 compared
to port 2 to port 3 introducing losses owing to a finite conductivity of the microstrip
lines and dielectric properties of the substrate. The attenuation constant can be derived
using LineCalc. This leads to an effective attenuation of 0.44 dB/mm. The path length
difference can be taken from the layout that is displayed in Fig. 6-7 and amounts to
716 µm. The theoretical value for the difference in transmission for the signals S 31 and
S 32 is 0.31 dB, thus close to the EM simulated result of 0.25 dB. In section 4.1 this issue
was addressed by tapering one path to introduce losses also in the shorter path. In the final
millimeter-wave interferometer, this issue is alleviated by the feature of phase calibration
which is improving the quality factor and hence the performance. This will be discussed
later in this chapter. The next subsection presents the on-chip source that is applied for
exciting the interferometer.

6.3.2 Source

The core of the 120 GHz signal source is a 120 GHz VCO. The basic schematic is de-
picted in Fig. 6-9. The applied push push principle makes use of two common-collector

Figure 6-9: Voltage controlled oscillator and buffer amplifier as 120 GHz source.
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sub-oscillators operated at the same frequency in odd mode. Driving the active devices
in a highly nonlinear region, the generation of harmonics is enforced. Odd mode oper-
ation assures a phase difference between both oscillator signals in multiples of n · π for
the nth harmonic. Hence, the fundamental signal as well as odd harmonics are canceled
out, when the superposition of both signals occurs. This allows the devices to operate at
high frequencies and an improved phase noise performance is achieved [117]. The VCO
presented in [16] was used for the millimeter-wave interferometer. The fundamental sig-
nal frequency is 60 GHz. The fundamental signal is coupled out with a transformer and
subsequently routed to a divider chain. This way, the fundamental signal can be stabilized
using an external PLL, as indicated in Fig. 6-9. Stabilizing the fundamental frequency,
the divider chain can be reduced by one divide-by-2 block compared to the operation with
a fundamental 120 GHz VCO. Here, the divider chain results in a divide-by-64 circuitry,
which is providing the output signal for the PLL in the range of 950 MHz. The second
harmonic signal is coupled to a buffer amplifier with the help of a second transformer.
The buffer feeds the 120 GHz signal to the input of the Wilkinson divider. The VCO has
a tuning range from 117 GHz to 125 GHz and provides approximately 7 dBm of output
power along with the buffer amplifier. The further active building blocks of the design
were designed with respect to that value regarding power level planning. Another key
element of the interferometer is the SWTL phase shifter. Design considerations and the
final design are presented in the following subsection.

6.3.3 Slow-Wave Phase Shifter

In chapter 4 it was demonstrated that the interferometer approach can be improved by
including phase shifters for calibration. In order to benefit from a phase shifter, it is
crucial to maintain the propagation characteristics as well as reflection behavior over all
phase states. This is important since the measurement line is compared to a reference
line in the interferometer and both lines can feature a different phase state. Still, input
and propagation characteristics need to be as similar as possible for this method to work
accurately. Higher symmetry provides a higher potential quality factor and hence higher
read-out accuracy. Most phase shifting techniques show significant variations in insertion
loss for different phase shifts. The chosen topology, the slow wave line, can be designed
to avoid that. The second aspect that led to the choice of this phase shifter topology was
attributed to the necessity for highly linear phase shift behavior and well known phase
states. This is required to relate the phase to the switching state, since this can not be
monitored within the interferometer. It needs to be characterized in a standalone test chip,
that will be presented later on.

The basic setup of the SWTL is presented in Fig. 6-10. A microstrip transmission line
forms the basis of that circuit. The dimensions were calculated and subsequently opti-
mized using EM simulations to achieve a characteristic impedance of 50 Ω. Fig. 6-10
contains also the metal layers relevant for this design and their position within the metal
stack. The transmission line carrying the wave is in the top metal layer and the associ-
ated ground plain in the bottom one. The medium in between is silicon dioxide. This
structure has a particular effective permittivity that can be derived as explained in section
2.4. As depicted in Fig. 6-10, the structure contains also metal strips between the center
conductor and the ground plane. The metal strips are connected to circuits using HBT
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Figure 6-10: Concept of the slow wave transmission line and metal stack.

based switches, one at each side of the center conductor to ensure a symmetrical field
distribution. The switches are voltage controlled and can either connect the metal strip
to the ground plain or leave them unconnected in a floating condition. In the latter case,
the HBT diode simply is not supplied with a voltage, so that no low ohmic path for the
RF signal is provided. The metal strips change the effective permittivity of the substrate
according to their switching state. This is called artificial dielectric.

The resulting transmission line can be described as a composition of line sections exhibit-
ing a different characteristic impedance stemming from a different effective permittivity.
This is schematically displayed in Fig. 6-11. The alternating impedance leads to an over-

Figure 6-11: Slow wave transmission line equivalent diagram.

all impedance Z0 =
√

ZAZB [118]. In the presented approach, the impedance ZB of the
second line component is controllable, by using the HBT switch. Furthermore, it depends
on the RF characteristics of the HBT circuit. Hence, the analytical investigation of the
line was only used for a preliminary design to be optimized applying EM simulations.
One of the main design considerations was to introduce phase shift without altering the
other characteristics of the line, like insertion loss and input reflection. In the early design
phase it was learned from EM simulations that the usage of a metal layer higher than
metal 4 changes the impedance of the line significantly and with it its losses.

The second restriction that was revealed by simulations is that the strip width wS may not
exceed the spacing S because otherwise a massive change in the characteristice impedance
occurs. Introducing metal strips in a respective layer is changing the ground reference. It
can be seen as creating a virtual ground layer between metal 1, the original ground layer,
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and the metal strip layer. Using a metal strip with the biggest distance to metal 1, the
maximum achievable effect in terms of characteristic impedance tuning is achieved. As
a tradeoff between maintaining the propagation characteristics and evoking a sufficiently
high phase change, metal 4 was chosen for metal strip implementation. Once the layer
of choice is fixed, the SWTL line has two physical degrees of freedom left, which is the
spacing S and the width of the strips wS , both indicated in Fig. 6-10. The spacing as well
as the widths of the strips was set to 5 µm. Taking the HBT diodes into account, another
parameter, the collector current, emerges. This will be explained later in this chapter. The
design steps were carried out as follows:

• Determining the phase range and resolution for target applications

• Defining wS and S to achieve the target phase shift per strip

• Developing a switch topology and determining the proper dimensions to achieve
the desired phase range

• Characterizing the cooperation of the passive transmission line and the active switch

To define the range of phase, it is necessary to set a channel geometry, that will be placed
onto the sensing line. Furthermore, the permittivity of potential MUTs needs to be known.
The maximum phase shift is evoked for the highest considered permittivity, which is
that of fresh water. In [5] it was reported that the parameter of interest is the real part,
since it accounts for a phase shift in the propagated signal. The value that can be found
in literature [62] for water at room temperature at 120 GHz is approximately ε′r = 7.
Considering a 30 % margin for the design, the maximum value was considered to be 10.
The widest microfluidic channel that is intended to be used with the interferometer will
cover 1 mm of the SWTL so that the maximum phase shift that is expected to be caused
by the sample can be calculated with the help of equations derived in section 2.4. The
phase shift versus MUT permittivity for a chosen channel geometry was calculated and
the results are depicted in Fig. 6-12. A 1 mm part of the sensing line is covered by the
material under test. To accommodate a reasonable volume for future applications, this is
the maximum channel width that is considered for the development of the interferometer.
Along with the maximum real part of a permittivity considered here, this is leading to
a calculated phase shift of 1.7°. With a 15 % margin, the SWTL phase shifters were
designed for a phase range of 2° to make sure the target samples can be characterized by
the developed device.

The line was EM simulated using the method of moments technique. In the first simula-
tion setting, the metal strips were simply connected to a perfect ground or left unconnected
in a floating condition. This setup was used for first choices to be made, e.g. strip width
and spacing causing an acceptable change in the propagation and reflection characteris-
tics. The difference in phase was derived with respect to the phase of a second, equal
SWTL, where all strips were unconnected, to investigate the effect of switching. In the
EM setup, each metal strip had two ports, one at each end, acting as the interface for
further schematic level simulations with ideal elements. This scenario is sketched in Fig.
6-13.

In ADS momentum there are several options for ports. For connecting the metal strips,
"‘TML zero length"’ ports were used. This calibration type removes capacitive effects at
the open end of a structure. To excite the center microstrip of the SWTL, TML ports were
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employed, assuming that the structure is fed through a transmission line. This calibration
type removes fringing fields and other open end effects and adds mutual coupling, which
is induced by the current flowing on a virtual calibration feed line. This assumption is
accurate since the SWTL lines are fed by microstrip leads in the final design. As already
mentioned before, the metal strips for permittivity manipulation need to be connected to a
switch at each end to guarantee a completely symmetrical EM characteristic. Keeping in
mind that these switches need to be digitally controlled later on, it is desirable to trigger
both switches with a single control signal, to keep the complexity down. For that reason,
DC leads were inserted beneath the metal strips in Metal 2. To account for their EM
effects, the simulations were carried out with those connections being part of the layout.
They are also displayed in Fig. 6-13.

The switch structure presented before needs to be driven by a CMOS inverter chain since
the output current of the SPI interface is limited. The schematic in Fig. 6-14 depicts the
circuit used as a buffer. The critical design aspect for the CMOS inverters was that in
off-state, the HBT displayed in Fig. 6-14 is turned off by pulling down the base potential
to ground so that the transistor blocks the path from the metal strip to ground.

On the other hand, this also provides a path to ground via the NMOS transistor that is
pulling down the base node, designated by a gray, dotted arrow in Fig. 6-14. This is why
a non symmetrical CMOS stack was designed with different sizes of p-type and n-type
MOS transistors. The PMOS transistor needs to provide the collector and base current of
the HBT when in on-state, and hence has the maximum available width of 20 µm. When
in off-state, there is ideally no current, the base potential simply needs to be low and
still, there should be no ground path from the metal strip to ground. Thus, the NMOS
transistor has the minimum width of 130 nm. This assures a low base potential and still
high resistance to ground. In addition to that, the bias resistor that is used to adjust the
current in on-state, is as large as possible for the given standard 1.2 V supply voltage.
The off-state resistance from the metal strip to ground is Rbias plus Ron of the NMOS. The

Figure 6-12: Simulated phase shift versus MUT permittivity.
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Figure 6-13: SWTL 3D view.

Figure 6-14: Driver topology.

collector current of the HBT transistor defines the current gain and the transit frequency.
As a result, it affects the RF characteristics of the ground path in on-state. This also
determines the phase difference that is evoked by toggling a single switch. The value of
Rbias was set to adjust a collector current to achieve the desired value of phase shift per
switch. The final value was found to be Rbias = 1314 Ω.

Simulations showed, that not only the amount of phase change, but also the linearity of
the phase change versus number of metal strips is affected by the quantity of bias current
in each switch and was also considered in the dimensioning. The complete setup of the
SWTL is sketched in Fig. 6-15. Since it is not practical to switch each strip separately,
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Figure 6-15: SWTL complete circuitry.

the strips were connected to each other using thermometer-code. The setup is endowed
with 256 metal strips, meaning 256 phase states. These can be controlled using an 8 bit
register within an SPI interface on chip for each line. The simulation results with the final
line geometries are presented in the following.

To investigate the performance of the SWTLs, MoM simulations were conducted together
with the transmission line sensors. The passive components were simulated individually

(a) Transmission S 21. (b) Reflection S 11.

Figure 6-16: Simulated S-parameters of the SWTL.
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Figure 6-17: Simulated phase change of the SWTL over frequency.

and finally all the components were put together in a schematic for simulation of the
complete SWTL based on simulated S-parameter data sets. The input reflection and the
transmission are depicted in Figs. 6-16a and 6-16b for two switching states, 256 switches
and 0 switches. These numbers refer to the metal strips, that are shorted to ground, so
that two HBT switches are counted as a single switch and 256 is the number of available
phase states in a single SWTL. The number of switches in on-state is expressed by the
parameter R, short for register value. These two cases displayed in Figs. 6-16a and 6-16b
evoke the highest mismatch of all states in propagation and reflection of the SWTL. It
was observed that the highest value for the propagation mismatch is 0.05 dB and for the
reflection 0.9 dB. To investigate the phase shift of the line, it was compared to a second
SWTL in default state without phase switching. This is also the final type of use for these
lines, working in parallel as a reference and a measurement path, as already explained
before and illustrated in Fig. 6-1. The resulting phase difference versus frequency is
depicted in Fig. 6-17.

To demonstrate the phase variation with respect to the number of metal strips, that are
shorted to ground by the HBT, Fig. 6-17 depicts the phase frequency relationship for
different switching states ranging from the minimum to the maximum available number
of switches. For a fixed frequency, here 120 GHz, the maximum phase shift amounts to
∆ϕ = 2.095°. Fig. 6-18 shows the phase shift versus number of switches in on-state at
120 GHz. The phase resolution is the phase shift for a single switch and was simulated to
be ϕres = 0.0082°. The graph depicts the highly linear behavior of the SWTL. This was
one crucial criterion for the choice of this structure. The high linearity is attributed to the
fact that the phase only scales with the length exhibiting a different εr,e f f compared to the
reference. The physical dimensions can be designed with ultra high accuracy, not only
theoretically but also in manufacturing owing to high accuracy lithography procedures.
It becomes also clear that those lines can easily be adapted to any desired frequency by
simple scaling.
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Figure 6-18: Simulated phase change of the SWTL versus number of switches in on-state
(R).

Further understanding of the SWTL requires to characterize the RF behavior of the HBT
switches, since they are the key components for phase manipulation. The transistors
are modeled using a vertical bipolar inter-company (VBIC) model. The simulated input
impedance of the switch for on and off-state is compared in Figs. 6-19a and 6-19b. It
shows that this kind of switch is providing a ground return path in parallel to the metal
plane in metal 1 layer that changes its resistance and reactance. In on-state, the switch
has an impedance of Zin| f =120 GHz = 67.67 Ω − j36.12 Ω. In off-state, the impedance is
Zin| f =120 GHz = 30.71 Ω − j106.06 Ω. By altering those properties, the phase constant of
the SWTL is manipulated while the attenuation is basically unaffected maintaining the
propagation characteristics and assuring symmetrical behavior of both parallel SWTLs,
even while operated in different phase states.

For further experiments, a test layout was designed to facilitate S-parameter measure-

(a) Real part. (b) Imaginary part.

Figure 6-19: Simulated input impedance of a single switch.
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Figure 6-20: Layout of the SWTL test chip.

ments. The chip layout is displayed in Fig. 6-20. In the presented design, the strip width
as well as the spacing was 15 µm. The basic structure of the demonstrated architecture is
a 650 µm long microstrip line, where metal 1 serves as a ground plane to shield the lossy
silicon substrate. The microstrip itself is positioned in TM2. Beneath the strip line, 16
strips are placed in metal 4. Metal layer 2 is used for the routing of control signals setting
the switches. The pads displayed on the left and the right side in Fig. 6-20 are in ground
signal ground (GSG) configuration serving as access point for on-wafer measurements.
These measurements were conducted with an Agilent Vector Network Analyzer. In order
to keep the number of control pads for these first experiments low, the inner layer metal
strips were connected together two by two to the switch and controlled via one DC pad
leading to 8 control pads for the whole line. The remaining 4 pads visible in Fig. 6-20 are
used for voltage supply and ground connections.

Pull-up resistors, followed by a pair of inverters providing suitable driving capabilities,
ensure that by default all switches are turned off. In addition, the first strips, one at
each end of the line, were by default connected to ground, in order to ensure a smooth
transition interface from the pad to the line. Figures 6-21a and 6-21b display the input
reflection S 11 and transmission S 21 for the corresponding phase configuration. As it is
shown, the circuit exhibits broad band behavior. The maximum return loss is 2 dB and
the matching at 115 GHz is −17 dB. The presented SWTL was measured in all available
switching states to investigate the phase shift that is induced by toggling a distinct number
of switches. The measured scattering parameters were evaluated and the resulting phase
is illustrated in Fig. 6-22. The figure shows the phase versus frequency for four different
switching states as indicated in the legend. Here, the measurement setup was dimensioned
for measurements up to 115 GHz to check the performance. The maximum phase shift
that can be achieved with 16 15 µm wide metal stripes is around 1°. Furthermore, it is
confirmed by the measurement results depicted in Fig. 6-22 that the phase shifts linearly
with a number of switches in on-state owing to an effective length that is altered in its
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(a) Reflection S 11. (b) Transmission S 21.

Figure 6-21: Measured S-parameters of SWTL test chip.

Figure 6-22: Measured phase of SWTL test chip.

effective permittivity. The presented results shall proof the assumptions about the SWTL
performance made in the beginning of this chapter.

Another crucial aspect for the final SWTL design is a stable performance over all switch-
ing states. This is important for the collaboration with the other interferometer compo-
nents. The SWTL test chip was used to measure the maximum change of input reflections
and of the insertion loss for all available switching states of the line. The results, depicted
in Fig. 6-23, demonstrate that the input reflections are changing less than 1 dB and the
variation in transmission does not exceed 0.15 dB. These values are not achievable with
other phase shifting architectures like a switched transmission line type, high-pass/low-
pass, reflection-type or vector-summing architecture [119]. The advantages of the SWTL,
presented in this section, rendered this topology the preferred phase shifter for the inter-
ferometer. The presented results are providing information about the phase difference
between the signals in the different switching states, but not an absolute phase delay of
the SWTL in the final setup since it is not of interest and therefore not investigated.
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Figure 6-23: Maximum of the measured S 11 and S 21 difference of SWTL test chip for all
switching states.

The effect of the SWTL on the performance of the complete on-chip interferometer is
of great importance and is discussed in section 6.5. The scattering parameters of the
hybrid ring coupler can be applied to extract the SWTL performance from the overall
interferometer measurements and to compare it to the measured results obtained from the
test chip. The input reflections and insertion loss of the second test SWTL structures
were very similar to the first chip and thus not discussed any further. The maximum
changes in the line characteristics were also comparable. However, to be finally able to
extract information from sample measurements with the millimeter-wave interferometer,
it is required to know the phase shift characteristics of the exact SWTL line that is applied
on chip. The test setup that was used for phase measurements is displayed in Fig. 6-
24. The upper pads are for power supply and control signals of the switching states. 8
control signals, c1-c8, enable 256 switching constellations and hence phase states of the
propagated signal. The left pads are pads for RF probe tip accommodation. The complete
line is 2.2 mm long and another pair of RF pads is also placed at the end of that line.
Thus, transmission measurements become feasible. The maximum available phase shift
is achieved when all switches are active so that each strip for dielectric manipulation is
pulled to ground. This state is demonstrated by measurement results depicted in Fig. 6-
25. The measured phase difference between the two switching state amounts to 2.49°,

Figure 6-24: Layout of the final SWTL test chip.
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Figure 6-25: Measured phase from SWTL test chip for two switching states.

which is the maximum phase shift that can be induced with that particular SWTL. It is
18.9 % higher than expected from simulations. Later in this chapter it is shown how these
states can alter the interferometer’s quality factor and center frequency.

6.3.4 Low-Noise Amplifier

The complete on-chip interferometer contains a power detector to evaluate the transmitted
power and provide a corresponding DC output signal for further processing. In order to
achieve a power level at the output suiting the dynamic input range of the power detector,
the signal coming from the hybrid ring coupler needs to be amplified. For that purpose,
an LNA is inserted. The topology of the LNA is a two-stage cascode circuit as indicated
in Fig. 6-26. The circuit topology reported in [120] was adapted and transferred to the
technology applied here (SG13G2) featuring higher transistor gain. The cascode topology
was chosen to achieve a high gain and good input-output isolation. The input and output
matching is realized using transmission lines along with metal-insulator-metal (MIM)
capacitors. The amplifier has a gain of about 18 dB working at a 3.3 V supply voltage.
This value was obtained measuring the interferometer with and without the LNA. For that
purpose, GSG pads are placed in front and behind the LNA on the final chip layout that
will be presented in section 6.4. The final circuit following the complete interferometer
chain is a power detector. It is described in the following subsection.

6.3.5 Power Detector

The power detector works according to the square law principle based on the nonlinear
V-I characteristic function of the HBT transistors that can be described with Schockley’s
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Figure 6-26: Topology of the two-stage cascode LNA.

equation.

IC = IS e
VBE
VT (6-1)

VT is the thermal voltage which is around 26 mV at room temperature, IS is the reverse
saturation current of the base–emitter diode and VBE the base emitter voltage. The circuit
topology is shown in Fig. 6-27. L1 and L2 compensate the input capacitance to achieve

Figure 6-27: Topology of the power detector and current amplifier.

input matching. The transistor pair at the input (T1,T2) is excited with a differential,
sinusoidal RF signal superimposed onto the bias voltage leading to a base emitter voltage
of:

VBE = VBE,bias + vBE (6-2)

The RF signal at each transistor is:

vBE =
ˆvRF

2
cos (ωt) (6-3)

Since the differential input splits up symmetrically to each transistor, the amplitude is
vRF/2. To understand the function of the power detector, it is necessary to split (6-1)
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into single terms which is accomplished using the Taylor expansion for an exponential
function:

ex =

∞∑

n=0

xn

n!
= 1 + x +

x2

2
+ · · · (6-4)

It can be applied to calculate the sum of the collector currents at the collector node of the
transistors T1 and T2 in Fig. 6-27 as follows:

Itot = ic1 + ic2 (6-5)

= 2I0 +

(
ˆvRF

2

)2 I0

V2
T

∗ cos2 (ωt)

= 2I0 + ˆvRF
2 I0

8V2
T

+ û2 I0

8V2
T

∗ cos (2ωt)

It is possible to show that for sufficiently small input signals in the order of −10 dBm and
smaller, the sum of both collector currents can be expressed by a quiescent current and
an additional DC part proportional to the square of the input signals amplitude neglecting
the higher orders of the Taylor expansion. The calculated absolute error using the Taylor
expansion for quantifying the DC current evoked by the RF signal is around 100 µA for
an input power of −10 dBm. This value is reduced to 31 µA at −30 dBm. For a constant
input impedance in the considered frequency band and within the input dynamic range,
the sum of the collector currents of T1 and T2 displayed in Fig. 6-27 is proportional to the
input power. The resulting current can be calculated with the help of (6-5).

The sum of the collector currents is processed using a MOS current mirror (M1 and M2)
and fed to the next stage composed of three HBT transistors. Transistor T3 is supposed
to withdraw the DC bias current of T1 and T2. Therefore, it is equally biased but features
double the emitter area of T1 and T2. This leaves the DC contribution evoked by the
RF signal that is extracted by applying a second current mirror (T4 and T5) exhibiting a
current gain of 2. Finally, the current is again amplified by a factor of four using another
MOS current mirror (M3 and M4) and fed to the load resistor ROUT to provide an output
voltage which is proportional to the input power.

The detector was also implemented as a standalone test circuit to characterize its transfer
function, the DC output voltage versus input power. On-wafer measurements were per-
formed and the results are depicted in Fig. 6-28. The measured conversion function was
fitted using a polynomial of the fifth order which is also plotted in Fig. 6-28. The fitting
function of the power detector was derived for comparison of S-parameter measurements,
conducted on wafer, with the recorded DC output voltage to obtain mutual verification of
the results. It is desirable to operate the device in the linear region. This can be accom-
plished by an adjustable bias voltage as indicated in Fig. 6-27. Depending on the input
power level, the bias can be adjusted accordingly for linear output characteristics. The
supply voltage impact onto the transfer characteristics were investigated and presented
in [16].

However, depending on the transfer function of the passives, it is not always feasible
to operate in the linear region of the power detector. It is evident from Fig. 6-2 that the
dynamic range to be covered by the detector is high. This further motivates to apply mode
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Figure 6-28: Measurements and 5th order polynominal fit of power detector output voltage
versus RF input power at 120 GHz.

3, which was introduced in section 6.1, so that linearity of the power detector becomes
irrelevant.

The input matching of the detector was accomplished by using simple conductors, L1and
L2 in Fig. 6-27, where width and length were designed to achieve the appropriate in-
ductive behavior since the input of the single detector shows capacitive behavior. The
obtained S 11 by using the proposed method is depicted in Fig. 6-29. The minimum is
−12 dB and the matching is better than −8 dB for frequencies above 120 GHz. This final
stage is enabling DC readout for the complete on-chip interferometer. The following sec-
tion presents the setup that was constructed to evaluate the complete interferometer chip
experimentally.

6.4 Experimental Setup

The key component of the experimental setup is the chip containing the interferometer,
which was developed in the 130 nm SiGe process. A picture of the fabricated chip is de-
picted in Fig. 6-30. The chip dimensions are 1.2 mm times 6.4 mm. The floor planning is
also indicated in the figure. The positioning of the SWTLs, which also defines the location
of the microstrip sensing elements, is done for accommodation of the particular microflu-
idic channel. The intended position is highlighted green in Fig. 6-30. The distance of the
lines is 700 µm which is basically determined by the hybrid ring coupler’s dimensions. It
also defines the sample dimensions within the microfluidic channel to some extent, since
one of the lines needs to be covered by a reference liquid and the second one by the MUT.
The chip is mounted on an interposer PCB and connected with bond wires. It is placed in
a cavity for reduced bond wire lengths. The interposer also contains an SPI connector and
connectors to plug it to a second PCB, the motherboard featuring components for PLL
operation. The on-chip VCO providing the 120 GHz signal is controlled and stabilized by
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Figure 6-29: Measured reflection S 11 of power detector.

Figure 6-30: Chip photo of the 120 GHz interferometer.

that. The resulting setup is displayed in Fig. 6-31. The frequency reference signal for the
PLL is provided by a signal generator connected through SMA connectors. The frequency
of the reference signal is used to tune the RF signal of the VCO. The results obtained with
that setup as well as S-parameter measurements are presented in the following section.

6.5 Experimental Results

The PLL motherboard and the external frequency generator were used to perform the fre-
quency sweep. The tuning range of the on-chip VCO allowed for a sweep from 117 GHz
to 125 GHz. The results are depicted in Fig. 6-32. The integrated SWTL phase shifters
were adjusted by register values R from 0 to 255, resulting in a phase shift of ∆ϕ = 2.49°
at 120 GHz. These values have been determined evaluating the phase measurements dis-
played in Fig. 6-25.

The passive structures building the core interferomenter behave like a notch filter with
a minimum close to 121 GHz, depending on the switching state. For validation, further
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Figure 6-31: Motherboard, adapter board and interferometer chip.

S-parameter measurements were conducted. On-wafer probes were attached to the GSG
pads in front of the Wilkinson coupler and those behind the LNA, also visible in Fig. 6-
30. The measured and simulated transmission is displayed in Fig. 6-33. The simulation
results do not include the LNA, since the measurements have been done without power
flattening calibration and the absolute power level is not the target parameter. The relevant
information here is the notch frequency. Comparing Figs. 6-32 and 6-33, it becomes
obvious that the input matching of the power detector has an impact onto the notch shape.
Shaping the notch by tuning the phase, a higher Q-factor is achieved and the resulting
large dynamic range outweighs the mentioned effect of matching. This is also reflected
in the center frequency that was extracted from both measurements and simulations. The
results are displayed in Fig. 6-34. The notch frequency obtained from DC measurements

Figure 6-32: Power detector measurements for different switching states R.
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Figure 6-33: S-parameter measurements and simulations of the interferometer without
LNA for different switching states R.

shows that the mentioned matching effect is compensated for register values higher than
140, implying a 1.37° phase shift induced by the SWTL. Above that, the slope of the
curve is approaching the one of the S-parameter-based center frequency detection. It is
also in good agreement with simulation results displayed in Fig. 6-34. The sensitivity
of the complete system is 763 MHz/°. The corresponding value of the MUT permittivity
depends on the respective channel geometry and can be extracted for different channel
sizes. The channel geometry is considered to be rectangular and covering a length lc of
the microstrip. The digital output versus the MUTs’ permittivities has been calculated for
three different channel lengths with the help of (2-23), derived in chapter 2. In (2-23), q1

Figure 6-34: Notch frequency versus number of switches in on-state R.
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Figure 6-35: Number of switches in on-state versus ε′r for different channel lengths lc.

Table 6-2: Table of comparison.

Ref Oper. Freq Resolution Range Readout

[73] 125 GHz 0.0125 - DC

[16] 120 GHz - 1-8 (sim) DC

This work 120 GHz 0.052 1-10 DC

and q2 are filling factors depending on the line geometry which can be calculated using
Wheeler’s transformation. This provides a closed-form solution to extract a material’s
permittivity. The effective permittivity εe f f is obtained by direct digital read-out of the
phase shift, represented by the switching state R as explained in section 6.1. The result
is depicted in Fig. 6-35. The switching state along with the given channel dimensions
empower MUT permittivity read out. For a 1 mm wide channel the permittivity resolution
is 0.052 and the sensitivity ∆R/∆ε = 17, where R is the number of switches in on-state.
These values have been compared to other sensors working in the 120 GHz range as listed
in 6-2. The resolution along with the sensitivity can be raised linearly by increasing the
channel length at the expense of permittivity range.

6.6 Summary

This chapter presented the development and operation of an electrical on-chip interfer-
ometer working at millimeter-wave frequencies. At first, the concept of the on-chip inter-
ferometer was demonstrated and discussed with respect to the microwave interferometer
PCB from chapter 4. The most prominent differences are the integrated calibration fea-
ture and the power detector for data evaluation on chip. The provided chain of integrated
components ensures that RF signals are completely handled on chip, so that no RF in-
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terface between chip and PCB is required. The integrated circuit components have been
demonstrated and discussed. The design and characterization of the 120 GHz switchable
microstrip slow-wave transmission lines for phase control have been presented to empha-
size the advantages of those circuits which are linearity and stable performance over all
switching states.

The remaining active components have also been designed as standalone circuits to char-
acterize their performance experimentally. A microstrip-based permittivity characteriza-
tion technique was presented along with a numerical strategy to extract material permit-
tivity. The operation modes featured by the interferometer were discussed and the one
with the highest accuracy was identified to be based on phase compensation. Applying
the proposed technique, dielectric properties of samples can be determined and direct
digital read out is enabled. A closed form was derived to extract sample permittivities
from phase measurements conducted with the developed device analytically. The resolu-
tion and accuracy of the interferometer operated in the mode of choice was discussed and
compared to other designs at millimeter-wave frequencies.

From theoretical investigations along with experiments, it can be concluded that the pre-
sented system offers a relevant solution for a high-sensitivity dielectric sensor with cali-
bration feature for lab on-chip solutions.
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7 Conclusion

7.1 Summary

This thesis presented the development of an ultra sensitive integrated sensor for biomed-
ical purposes. Those applications demand label-free and contactless measurements to
avoid contamination of the samples under investigation, as well as deterioration of the
sensed parameters. For a suitable spatial resolution as well as miniaturization of sensor
systems, high frequency integrated circuits were selected as the best suited technology.
Chapter 2 reviewed the different sensing approaches that have been identified from litera-
ture studies as potential candidates targeted at the specific objective of this thesis. Before
selecting the sensor for implementation, read out circuits and methods were discussed in
chapter 3 and their performance in collaboration with the sensing methods were examined.
These examinations led to the final choice, the interferometer, as the perfect match with
respect to measurement sensitivity and accuracy in the context of biomedical applications.
This approach was studied further by conducting experiments at microwave frequencies.
The methodology for developing experimental designs was presented in chapter 4. The
fabricated PCB was utilized to confirm the findings from theory by measurements with
calibration fluids as well as biological cells.

All in all, the objective was to design an ultra compact sensor system for potential lab-
on-chip solutions, to avoid bulky and expensive laboratory equipment. For that reason,
designs for even higher frequencies in the millimeter-wave range were addressed. Proper
investigations of processes at 100 GHz and beyond have been pursued and presented in
chapter 5. In the beginning of chapter 5, theory of dielectric matter and dispersive be-
havior was discussed. Different models to describe relevant samples have been presented
and the use of high frequencies for dielectric sample characterization was motivated from
theory.

The main result of those investigations were that phase sensitive systems are well suited
to characterize dielectric samples also at millimeter-wave frequencies. This was proven
by measurements with a continuous wave spectrometer investigating different samples,
from tetradecane to yeast cells in glucose as a nutrient solution. To test the feasibility
of the targeted SiGe technology, a preexisting 120 GHz sensor was reviewed and used for
experiments with yeast in a microfluidic channel. The experiments showed that the chosen
technology and the target sensing objective is readily feasible using integrated dielectric
sensors in silicon. In summary, those results, theoretical and experimental ones, proved
the feasibility of millimeter-wave integrated circuits for screening of dielectric samples.
Conclusively, a 120 GHz mixed signal sensor IC was designed and presented in chapter
6.

The technology of choice was briefly discussed and the methodology along with the tar-
geted modes of operation for the interferometer were presented. Finally, on-wafer mea-
surements were compared to results obtained with on-chip detection. The extraction of
permittivity values from phase measurements is demonstrated by applying the calculation
scheme developed in chapter 2.4. After comparison to other existing millimeter-wave
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dielectric on-chip sensors which have been published, it is concluded that this work rep-
resents a powerful solution for biomedical sensing applications and provides a platform
for future lab-on-chip devices.

7.2 Outlook

Experiments with different kinds of yeast cells in a nutrient solution have been conducted
at 7 GHz to obtain proof of concept for the interferometer approach as a dielectric sen-
sor for cell detection. Utilizing the microwave interferometer, a simple Teflon tube was
feasible as a microfluidic channel and the circuit could be integrated into a microfluidic
system by simple PVC joints. Experiments with a 120 GHz transducer, presented in chap-
ter 5.4, showed that even at millimeterwave frequencies it is possible to achieve a suitable
penetration depth into liquids inside a capillary to perform dielectric measurements.

The final mixed signal IC was designed for the operation with an integrated microfludic
channel. Integrating the microfluidics into the chosen SiGe process as a standard design
is still under construction and was not attainable within the scope of this thesis. Still,
the function of the developed chipset was thoroughly investigated and demonstrated. The
calibration as well as phase compensation could be demonstrated by a built-in test func-
tion of the chip. Since both microstrip sensing lines, the sensor and the reference line, are
realized as a SWTL phase shifter, the sensing line could be tuned in phase and thus uti-
lized to emulate the phase shift induced by a potential sample under test. Subsequently,
the SWTL of the sensing path could be used for phase compensation to determine the
respective phase shift which is indicated by the switching state of the reference SWTL.
This value is available from a SPI register and it is the feature of direct digital read-out of
the phase shift induced by a potential sample under test.

The integration of microfluidic channels in silicon has been demonstrated experimentally
along with the transducer circuit discussed in chapter 5.4. The setup is briefly reviewed

Figure 7-1: Dimensions of the microfluidic channels for both BiCMOS wafer and bottom
wafer [121].
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Figure 7-2: Photograph of (5x5 mm2) test chip (left) with zoom-in of test circuit (right)
[121].

and the technology is demonstrated to prove suitable for a future lab-on-chip system based
on the interferometer IC developed in this thesis. Integrated microfluidic channels in the
utilized silicon technology along with a millimeter-wave dielectric sensor have been pre-
sented in [121]. A schematic view of the principle setup is depicted in Fig. 7-1. It displays
the layout and the dimensions of the fabricated microfluidic channels. The dimensions are
chosen to achieve a laminar flow with flow rates in target applications. The layout of the
final experimental setup for demonstration in [121] is depicted in Fig. 7-2. A photograph
of the wafer die is shown in Fig. 7-2 on the left. This size is needed to accommodate
the microfluidic components like inlet and outlet. On the right side a zoom onto the
transducer layout and the active peripheral components are displayed. In that figure, the
channel is visible in the middle of the transducer perpendicular to the direction of wave

Figure 7-3: S-parameter simulation results of the transducer using HFSS EM solver.
[121].
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Figure 7-4: Measurement results of the detector output for the cases of air, water and
ethanol [121].

propagation. The design in Fig. 7-2 was tested measuring several fluids like ethanol and
water and compared to a reference measurement with an empty channel, so that only air
was inside. The center frequency of the transducer circuit was shifted by the influence of
dielectric samples. The effect was recorded using the on-chip power detector. To predict
the transducer response to liquids under test, S-parameters have been obtained by HFSS
simulations. The results are displayed in Fig. 7-3. The results measured with the chip set
are depicted in Fig. 7-4. The change of the detector output, which is 60 mV for water and
160 mV for ethanol with respect to the reference measurement with air, agrees well with
the simulation results shown in Fig. 7-3. The investigations and experiments presented
proof the feasibility of dielectric sensing at 120 GHz with integrated microfluidics.

The final lab-on-chip sensor will be endowed with the integrated microfluidic channel
as demonstrated in [121]. The fabrication process scheme for constructing microfluidic
channels is based on wafer-level bonding and structuring. The single parts from the ex-
ample setup with the transducer are depicted in Fig. 7-5. The process flow is as follows:

Figure 7-5: Setup of the integrated microfluidics [121].
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Figure 7-6: Integrated microfluidic channel beneath reference and sensing line of the on-
chip interferometer.

Two wafers are needed for the setup. After the BiCMOS process is finished, deep reac-
tive ion etching (RIE) is used below the particular sensor structure. The surface on the
backside of this wafer must be smooth so that wafer level bonding accomplished by oxide
fusion becomes feasible. This is achieved by chemical mechanical polishing. The bottom
wafer is structured by stepped RIE processes using SiO2 hard masks to design the desired
vertical profile. The bottom part that is finally obtained is also depicted in Fig. 7-5. As
a next step, the bottom and the BiCMOS wafer are bonded by plasma activation, wafer
alignment and annealing. This ensures a strong bond and avoids leakage from the mi-
crofluidic channel later on. The SiO2 on the backside of both wafers must be erased. This
last step is realized by a dry etch process.

Using that exact fabrication procedure, the design will be endowed with a microfluidic
channel integrated in silicon. The schematic 3D drawing in Fig. 7-6 shows the principle
setup. The in- and outlets can be connected to a segmented flow system presented in
chapter 1, displayed in Figs.1-1 and 1-2. This step is essential, since the interferometer
approach is based on the comparison between a sensing line and a reference line. In
the segmented flow system, the liquid of interest is confined by a hydrophobe medium,
tetradecane, to form little compartments within the microfluidic channel. The flow ratio
can be adjusted so that one line of the interferometer is covered by tetradecane, and the
other one is covered by a compartment with the sample under test. The interferometer
conducts a comparison between both lines so that the extraction of the liquid’s permittivity
and with that the cell count is feasible. That way, the developed interferometer can be
applied for contactless and label-free monitoring of microorganism cultivation progress
in a lab-on-chip constellation.
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